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Highlights
• The study describes the problem of fake news phenomena in digital
information
• The study provides a systematic review of the state of the art regarding
automatic fake news detection
• From the review, main subtasks involved in automatic fake news de-
tection are detected and classify
• The review covers systems, resources and competitions in automatic
fake news detection
• The review outlines gaps in knowledge and future challenges related to
automatic fake news detection
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Abstract
Post-truth is a term that describes a distorting phenomenon that aims to
manipulate public opinion and behaviour. One of its key engines is the
spread of Fake News. Nowadays most news is rapidly disseminated in written
language via digital media and social networks. Therefore, to detect fake
news it is becoming increasingly necessary to apply Artificial Intelligence
(AI) and, more specifically Natural Language Processing (NLP). This paper
presents a review of the application of AI to the complex task of automatically
detecting fake news. The review begins with a definition and classification
of fake news. Considering the complexity of the fake news detection task, a
divide-and-conquer methodology was applied to identify a series of subtasks
to tackle the problem from a computational perspective. As a result, the
following subtasks were identified: deception detection; stance detection;
controversy and polarization; automated fact checking; clickbait detection;
and, credibility scores. From each subtask, a PRISMA compliant systematic
review of the main studies was undertaken, searching Google Scholar. The
various approaches and technologies are surveyed, as well as the resources
and competitions that have been involved in resolving the different subtasks.
The review concludes with a roadmap for addressing the future challenges
that have emerged from the analysis of the state of the art, providing a rich
source of potential work for the research community going forward.
Keywords: Natural Language Processing, Fake News, Post-truth,
Deception Detection, Automatic Fact-checking, Clickbait detection, Stance
Detection, Credibility, Human Language Technologies, Applied computing,
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Document management and text processing, Document capture, Document
analysis
1. Introduction1
The “post-truth” term refers to a distorting phenomenon where objective2
facts are less influential in shaping public opinion than appeals to emotion3
and personal belief.1 In fact, post-truth was originally used by political4
commentators, but nowadays the term has a much wider application in the5
news generation process. In a post-truth era alternative facts replace actual6
facts, and feelings have more weight than evidence (McIntyre, 2018).7
One of the key engines of the post-truth era is the proliferation of fake8
news, which has been facilitated by the growth of digital and social me-9
dia personal blogs, alternative media and social networks including Twitter,10
Facebook, WhatsApp (Vosoughi et al., 2018).11
In the post-truth era anyone can be a potential journalist and fact check-12
ing is less of a priority than sharing news that could potentially go viral.13
Fake news is a relatively new term, and it was defined by The New York14
Times as a “made up story with the intention to deceive, often with mon-15
etary gain as a motive”(Tavernisen, 2019). This type of news creates great16
confusion on a viral scale concerning the real facts with the aim of forming or17
manipulating public opinion so as to influence socio-political behaviour/mass18
belief systems. Indeed, information bubbles and echo chambers are derived19
consequences of fake news and they may prevent existing perspectives to be20
challenged. The ideological and economic interests that potentially gain from21
this “information disorder” are what drive fake news:22
• Ideological interests: Aim to manipulate social opinion, reinforce pre-23
conceived opinions so as to focus people on thinking or acting in a24
specific way. For instance, this distorting phenomenon played an im-25
portant role in President Trump’s election campaign 2016 (Bovet &26
Makse, 2019) and the Brexit referendum 2016 (Bastos & Mercea, 2019).27
• Economic interests: Money can be made, through clickbaits and mis-28
leading information, by individuals and companies that fabricate fake29
news. Many companies generate huge profits creating fake news, such30
1Chosen as the 2016 year word by Oxford dictionary
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as National Report website, or Disinformedia (Hooper, 2018) or Vic-31
tory Lab (Issenberg, 2013). Besides, creating fake news may be cheaper,32
given that fact checking is avoided.33
Contribution of this paper: The complexity of fake news detection34
– such as, volume; speed; and propagation– has made it necessary to rely35
on automatic processes to tackle the problem. The objective of this paper36
is to provide a comprehensive and systematic review of the state of the art37
related to the main tasks involved in automatic fake news detection, including38
systems, resources and competitions. This review has been performed using39
a robust methodology to minimize bias in the gathering, summarizing and40
presenting of research evidence. An important element of this review involves41
identifying gaps in knowledge which can be used to guide future research42
efforts. It aims to provide researchers with a valuable reference from which43
future challenges related to fake news detection can be addressed.44
Organization of this paper: The paper is organized as follows. Sec-45
tion 2 describes the methodology applied in the systematic review. Section 346
contains a detailed description of the fake news detection problem, especially47
regarding written content in different media (news and social networks). The48
different subtasks, that emerge when tackling the problem from a computa-49
tional angle, are also classified. Section 4 is an exhaustive review of the state50
of the art in relation to the classified subtasks. Section 5 deals with open51
issues in fake news detection. Section 6 presents the conclusions.52
2. Review methodology53
A systematic review of studies based on PRISMA2 guidelines was under-54
taken to analyze the literature assessing the problem of fake news detection55
from a Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Artificial Intelligence (AI)56
perspective. Some adaptations to PRISMA guidelines were necessary due to57
the peculiarities of the topic.58
Specifically, the free tool Harzing’s Publish or Perish3 was used, which59
allows a systematic search of different databases, their instant classification60
by extracting the most relevant data, and the calculation of metrics. This61
2http://prisma-statement.org/PRISMAStatement/ (accessed online 28 February, 2019)
3https://harzing.com/blog/2017/11/publish-or-perish-version-6 (accessed online 28
Feb., 2019)
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tool will serve as a basis for the application of filters and selection of papers62
to be included in the study.63
The review protocol consists of five steps that indicate how the review64
has been conducted and reported. The protocol considers that the fake news65
detection task is multidisciplinary, and focuses on NLP and AI approaches.66
Step 0: “Divide-and-conquer”. In this step, an initial search of the67
task’s generic terms has been carried out to determine the most relevant re-68
search work. The protocol to establish generic keywords consists of indicating69
the terms of the task along with the most discriminating terms, allowing for70
the exclusion of studies on the requested topic which focus on other research71
areas. Later, in section 3.1., the specific generic terms applied in this step72
are reported. From this, a meaningful enough number of results will be se-73
lected, which is determined by the repetition of terms already found and by74
the lack of a significant new contribution of terms. This number will depend75
on the task in hand. For instance, in our research this number was set to76
100 since beyond that number the terms became repetitive with no new ones77
being added. From this point, the most frequent terms were extracted, and78
a subtask classification was derived by manually aggregating keywords. This79
classification led us to a more exhaustive search for each one of those tasks.80
Once the subtasks and their representative terms are identified, the following81
steps are performed for each one.82
Step 1. “Search and Identification”. A specific search for each83
detected subtask is performed. The search uses the set of keywords related84
to the subtask as well as the range of dates considered relevant for each of85
the tasks, and launches a Google Scholar search using Harzing’s Publish or86
Perish tool.87
Step 2. “Screening: Coarse grain filter”. This step performs a88
filtering according to metadata value. The results are sorted by number89
of citations and those papers that contribute to the h-index are selected.90
From this initial list, the following are eliminated: a) papers whose sources91
(“Publisher”) are not among the databases selected as relevant for the topic:92
ACM (dl.acm.org), ACL (aclweb.org), Arxiv (arxiv.org), IEEE Xplore (ieeex-93
plore.ieee.org), Elsevier, MIT Press, Wiley Online Library; b) papers whose94
“Publication” belongs to a subject clearly outside the scope of NLP; c) pa-95
pers whose “Title” clearly invokes a subject matter outside the scope of the96
study, or indicates a survey or review; d) papers whose ”Type” is not of97
interest (BOOK, HTML, CITATION, PATENT,...). Finally, the resulting98
h-index is recalculated.99
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Step 3. “Eligibility: Fine grain filter”. This step performs a filtering100
according to paper content. The abstracts of previous papers are checked and101
those most relevant to the task are selected based on any of the following cri-102
teria: NLP related topic; comparable systems; participation in a competition103
specific to the task; and, original or recently published approach.104
Step 4. “Other papers included”. This step consists of adding to105
the review those papers that are missing in steps 2 and 3 of the protocol, but106
are cited by or related to those selected in step 3. If, after in-depth study,107
they are considered relevant and/or are an important basis for the research108
in which they are cited, they are included in the systematic review of the109
task in question.110
3. Fake News Detection111
The problem of fake news dissemination is considered endemic and several112
organizations are making headway in the fight against it. First Draft,4 for113
example, grew out of a collaboration between nine founding organizations114
in June 2015 to raise awareness, research and address challenges relating to115
trust and truth in media in the digital age. First Draft News coined the term116
“information disorder” to refer to fake news and it has published a detection117
guide to help journalists and researchers5.118
The fake news phenomenon tends to comprise transversely the following119
features and the greater their degree of presence, the greater the probability120
of the news being fake: i)Impact- The more false information impacts, the121
better. In this sense the emotional triggers help to increase the impact;122
ii)Scarcity- Data is an important part of news in general, so for a false story123
to be credible it will be necessary for the news story to look real but there124
must be a scarcity of cross-checkable information, making it impossible to125
readily dismantle the news story after verification; iii)Relevant topic- All126
fake news is driven by an interest, ideological or economic, as remarked in127
the introduction. That is why the topic of the news must be socially relevant;128
and iv)Viralization- False news aim to maximize audience reach, with rapid129
4https://firstdraftnews.org/ (accessed online 28 February, 2019)
5Report of the Conference Combating Fake News is worthy of considera-
tion: https://shorensteincenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Combating-Fake-News-
Agenda-for-Research-1.pdf (accessed online 19 July, 2019)
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proliferation being another important feature of this type of news (Amoros,130
2018).131
Once the problem has been contextualized in general, and considering132
that digital information is disseminated exponentially, artificial intelligence133
plays a fundamental role, and more specifically natural language processing134
and machine learning approaches (Dale, 2017). Additionally, from a compu-135
tational perspective, depending on whether the problem emerges in digital136
traditional media platforms or in social media networks, it is interesting to137
consider the following source classification and which are the features and138
approaches applied for each one (Shu et al., 2017):139
• Digital traditional media140
– Knowledge-based : external sources fact check the truthfulness of141
the claims in news content.142
– Style-based : Fake news publishers often have malicious intent to143
spread distorted and misleading information aimed at mass mar-144
kets, using appealing and persuasive writing styles that are not145
used in real news articles. Style-based approaches aim to detect146
fake news by identifying potentially manipulative writing styles.147
• Social media148
– Stance-based : These approaches utilize users viewpoints/reactions,149
extracted from the content of relevant posts to infer the veracity150
of original news articles.151
– Propagation-based : These approaches examine the relationship152
between relevant social media posts to build a credibility model153
which propagates credibility values between users, posts, and news.154
The veracity score of a news piece is an aggregation of the credi-155
bility values of each relevant social media post.156
3.1. Tasks in Fake News Detection157
Since assessing the veracity of a news story is complex from an engineering158
point of view, the research community is approaching this task from different159
perspectives. This fact was corroborated after applying Step 0 of the defined160
review protocol presented in section 2. In this step, the search (removing161
duplicates) for the generic keywords was launched, with the term related to162
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the task being ”fake news” plus the discriminator terms being tasks and NLP.163
The frequent terms that emerge in the first 100 papers have been selected.164
The discovery of this cloud of keywords related to the research question165
by manually aggregating them, resulted in a subtask classification of the166
different subtasks in the existing research and their related competitions.167
Therefore, similar approaches and resources to solving the same subproblem168
are grouped together. Issues like satire or humorous news articles are beyond169
the scope of this review.170
The subtasks detected from the general research question are explained171
next. Since the fake news detection problem is tackled in the literature from172
different angles, the different subtasks are focused on one or more fake news173
features. Next, for each subtask, the existing fake news features are identified174
and presented. In addition, regarding digital source classification (traditional175
media/social media), as extensively discussed in section 4, some subtasks176
address each type of source with different approaches, while others do it177
jointly. This is briefly indicated in the definition of the subtasks presented178
below:179
• Deception Detection: Detecting deception in communications has180
been a challenge throughout history. However, since the early 20th181
century several technologies have been developed that are specifically182
aimed at unmasking deception, primarily through the identification183
and analysis of cues possibly associated with false statements. The184
cues have varied widely, ranging from physiological measurements to185
non-verbal and verbal behaviors. Therefore, the main feature being186
tackled in this subtask is dealing with scarcity of information by means187
of looking for linguistic cues. Regarding the source, the problem of188
deception detection is addressed as a linguistic problem independently189
of the source to be targeted.190
• Stance Detection, Controversy and Polarization: Does the head-191
ing represent news content? What is the stance of the audience over192
a topic/issue? Is it possible to quantify controversy in social media?193
Are people’s point of view reinforced by equals and different points of194
view are rejected and keeping out of my own echo chamber? Stance de-195
tection concerns the use of AI and NLP technologies to detect stances196
behind a topic. This is why relevant topics are the main feature of this197
subtask. As presented in-depth in section 4, the approaches regarding198
stance detection in the literature are different in traditional and social199
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media. In the case of polarity task, impact is the main feature present,200
since emotion triggers need to be considered to detect it. Controversy201
then uses not only the impact feature of polarization but also takes into202
account the viralization of information. Controversy and polarization203
in the literature focused on using social media data sources.204
• Automated Fact checking: Is the claim true, false or deceptive?205
Automated fact checking consists of automatically checking the verac-206
ity of a public claim against all the available data, and classifying it207
into one of the following veracity values commonly used by human fact208
checkers: True, Mostly True, Half True, Mostly False and False. In this209
case, features related to claims on relevant topics and with an indica-210
tion of information scarcity are often present. However, considering211
impact and viralization is also important when contextual references212
are used to tackle the subtask, as explained in-depth in section 4.3.213
The literature on automated fact checking is dealing jointly with dif-214
ferent sources.215
• Clickbait Detection: When is a headline a “clickbait”? Clickbait is216
the term applied to the content whose main purpose is to attract atten-217
tion and encourage visitors to click on a link to a particular web page,218
but very commonly its content does not necessarily have to do with the219
headline. The clickbait detection task deals with impact, viralization220
and a relevant topic. In the literature, the problem is addressed in the221
same way both for traditional and social media.222
• Credibility: Is it possible to measure credibility of online information?223
Are media and sources reliable? Credibility refers to trustworthiness224
in terms of the media, the information source and the message. There-225
fore, the main features being assessed in the credibility task are impact,226
scarcity and viralization. For this subtask, the literature makes a dis-227
tinction between approaches used for traditional media and those for228
social media.229
In Figure 1, the detected subtasks are presented, as well as a proposal of230
interconnection to each other.231
After a detailed study of the literature extracted in the systematic review,232
a multi-level abstraction-based structure is created which establishes a set of233
9
         
Figure 1: Interrelationship and abstraction levels of the subtasks identified by the system-
atic review of Fake News Detection using NLP (Source: Own study)
relations between the detected subtasks based on the type of task in ques-234
tion and the specific features that affect it. In this way, the most primitive235
subtasks appear in the lower levels, and as levels become more sophisticated,236
the derived subtasks, which appear to feed on their prior primitive ones, are237
applied to more specific cases. This structure is visualized in Figure 1, show-238
ing the most basic subtasks at the bottom level of the figure, and the derived239
ones at upper levels. The interrelationship between them is indicated by the240
directional arrows.241
It is important to remark that although all the subtasks represented in242
Figure 1 deal with issues related to fake news detection using NLP at some243
point, depending on the specific problem to be solved, a real connection be-244
tween them may not always exist, so that the structure presented here is in245
fact a conceptual connection between the subtasks. Each one contributes to246
solve part of the problem; however, how to effectively combine the technolo-247
gies to achieve a global fake news detection system is still an open challenge.248
The most basic subtasks are deception detection, stance detection and249
polarity. The outcomes of these subtasks are used in derived ones such as:250
credibility, which relies on deception detection in order to be measured; po-251
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larity, which can be seen as a simplified version of controversy, and relies on252
stance detection; or, clickbait detection, which is a task in part supported253
by stance detection. In the same way, fact checking uses: stance detection254
to determine the veracity of a claim that has already been checked before255
but with other words or expressions; credible knowledge bases to be able to256
determine the veracity of the claim; and, the controversy of social media to257
determine the category of a claim.258
Hence, clickbait detection, automated fact checking and credibility are259
the three derived subtasks that encompass, albeit independently, the current260
research in fake news detection that uses NLP. In addition, determining how261
the result of the different subtasks affects the determination of whether a262
text contains false information is also at this time an unresolved task. Even263
so, thanks to this systematic review, open issues have been identified, which264
could be investigated in the future and easily incorporated into Figure 1,265
which is an evolving conceptual map.266
The relationship between subtasks is also established through fake news267
features. For instance, clickbait detection is inheriting the relevant topic268
from stance detection and tackling impact and viralization. In the case of269
credibility, the scarcity of information is inherited from deception detection270
task, but also impact and viralization is used. Controversy considers not271
only the impact assessed in the polarity subtask but also viralization of the272
messages. Finally, automated fact checking deals with all the features coming273
from the subtasks on which it conceptually depends.274
In Table 1 a summary of the review is presented, indicating the main275
fake news features for each subtask, the number of resources reported and the276
number of systems presented. When the subtask reports different approaches277
for traditional media and social media, the number of systems is presented for278
each of the sources. The next section includes a description of each subtask,279
with a complete definition of the task and their specific characteristics, as280
well as all the available resources and competitions regarding the task, the281
main systems found in the literature and a discussion that compares systems282
and detects gaps in the subtask research.283
4. Existing work284
This section provides an in-depth outline of the literature related to Fake285
News Detection using NLP and AI. As previously mentioned, this task is286
highly complex and for this reason, a classification of the main subtasks was287
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Subtask FN features No. Resources No. Systems
Deception Detection Scarcity 19 11
(9 ML/2 DL)
Stance Detection Relevant topic 5 Traditional media: 9
(3 ML/5 DL/ 1 Hybrid)
Social Media: 4
(2 ML/2 DL)
Polarity Impact 1 4
Controversy Viralization (2 ML/2 Graph models)
Fact checking Relevant topic 8 13
Scarcity (References: 5/KG: 4/Context: 4)
Impact
Viralization
Clickbait Detection Relevant topic 5 9
Impact (5 ML/3 DL/1 Hybrid)
Viralization




Table 1: Summary of the main Fake News features for each subtask as well as the number
of resources and systems reported in the review, where ML=Machine Learning, DL=Deep
Learning and KG=Knowledge Graphs.
derived from the general research question. To select the most relevant papers288
for each subtask, a set of terms was used as search keywords. As interest in289
this research topic is relatively recent, the search was restricted to the last290
five years (from 2014 to January 2019). The search was conducted in Google291
Scholar, using Harzings Publish or Perish tool, and it obtained a number292
of papers in Step 1. After completing the Step 2 filter (screening), those293
papers that contribute to the h-index and whose subject matter or typology294
is of interest were selected. Finally, after applying Steps 3 and 4 of the295
methodology (eligibility and other papers included), a set of relevant studies296
was obtained. Table 2 presents the keywords and the number of articles297
selected for each investigated subtask and each step of the methodology.298
4.1. Deception Detection299
Deception is information intentionally transmitted to create a false im-300
pression or conclusion (Burgoon et al., 1996). As the popularity of virtual301
media has grown, people’s dependence on digital media has also increased for302
interpersonal communication, information acquisition and dissemination of303
information (Zhou & Zhang, 2008). According to Rubin et al. (2015), we are304
in the “Digital deception” period. The term signifies deception in the context305
12
         
Subtask Keywords Step 1 Step 2 Step 3-4
Deception Detection “deception detection” 995 19 33
“automatic“
Stance Detection “stance detection” 654 21 19
Controversy/Polarization “controversy detection” 125 11 4








Clickbait detection “clickbait” 997 10 10
“fake news headline classification“
“misleading detection“




Table 2: Summary of keywords and number of articles derived from applying the review
methodology for each subtask
of information and communication technology and redefines deception in the306
digital context as an intentional control of information in a technologically307
mediated environment to create a false belief or false conclusion. This virtual308
environment provides fertile ground for deception (Zhou & Zhang, 2008).309
Interest in detecting deception originated in the fields of philosophy, psy-310
chology, sociology, criminology and anthropology (Mihalcea & Strapparava,311
2009). The studies developed in these areas were tackled manually. These312
early studies focused on deception detection regarding face-to-face communi-313
cation and their mental (the information must be believable and consistent),314
emotional (guilt or shame) and physical (eye movement or arm positions) lev-315
els (Vartapetiance & Gillman, 2012). The results obtained proved that the316
accuracy of human deception detection is around 54%, a little better than317
chance (George et al., 2016). These results showed the need to detect decep-318
tion by automatic methods. The huge amount of information currently avail-319
able on the Web makes manual processing impossible (Zhou et al., 2004b).320
Moreover, since 9/11, automatically detecting digital deception, as well as321
anticipating and preventing terrorist attacks became a challenging priority322
(Burgoon et al., 2003).323
The type of data most frequently encountered on digital information is324
written language (Mihalcea & Strapparava, 2009) and researchers have fo-325
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cused their attention on how to detect digital deception only in written lan-326
guage. However, by focusing exclusively on written language in digital media,327
the deception detection task is more complex compared to traditional decep-328
tion detection techniques that used non-verbal cues(Burgoon et al., 2003).329
Recently, advances in NLP have developed deception detection systems330
that show a certain degree of capability in terms of discriminating between331
truth and falsehood in digital texts. Regardless of the specific approach used,332
the proposed systems generally comprise four phases (Zhou & Zhang, 2008):333
(1) identifying and extracting deception cues; (2) building a deception detec-334
tion model using the identified cues; (3) applying the deception model; and335
(4) making a detection decision. Considering these four phases, information336
about cues is presented in section 4.1.1, and the resources being used to ob-337
tain these cues in section 4.1.2. The systems and approaches proposed in338
the scientific literature are analyzed in section 4.1.3. Finally, section 4.1.4,339
the discussion section, presents conclusions on the state-of-the-art regarding340
deception detection subtask.341
4.1.1. Cues342
Deception involves the manipulation of language and the assiduous con-343
struction of messages or stories so that they appear truthful to others. Al-344
though there is no sign of deception itself, there are some specific cues present345
in these texts, indicating observable differences between deceptive and truth-346
ful texts (Zhou & Zhang, 2008). This is the reason why the identification347
of deception cues is the first step in automating deception detection (Zhou348
et al., 2004a).349
A wide range of deception cues have been developed from traditional de-350
ception research in psychology and criminal investigation practice. DePaulo351
et al. (2003) developed a list of 158 visual, verbal and vocal deception cues352
extracted from an analysis of 116 research papers between 1920 and 2001.353
For example, compared with truth, deception contains superfluous repeti-354
tions of words or phrases, and incomplete sentences, as well as fewer unique355
words and self-references. Deception also shows more negative emotion, and356
sounds more evasive, unclear, uncertain, and impersonal (Zhou & Zhang,357
2008).358
In general, the cues can be classified as nonverbal (arm position or eye359
movement) and verbal (choice of words). One or several cues may be involved360
in a single communication, but some will be more specific to certain types361
of communication. For example, body language and eye movements are362
14
         
mainly considered in synchronous, non-distributed communication, while the363
structure of the sentence will be more obvious in distributed communication364
such as instant messages or emails (Vartapetiance & Gillman, 2012).365
This work focuses on written language, making the text the only source366
for verifying credibility (Zhou et al., 2004b). The cues based on general367
linguistic knowledge such as self-reference, meaning of words or the ratio of368
syllables to words, are called linguistic-based cues or linguistic cues (Zhou369
et al., 2004a).370
Moreover, the online language differs from that used in traditional com-371
munication. But even more, the characteristics of different media should372
be taken into consideration. Hence, different types of online communication373
result in different linguistic cues to deception (Zhou & Zhang, 2008).374
Therefore, although traditional linguistic deception cues rooted in the375
field of psychology are a good starting point for studying deception in online376
communications, the online deception scenario required the consideration377
of new linguistic cues (Zhou & Zhang, 2008). Otherwise, inconsistencies,378
contradictions and other difficulties would be encountered as Vartapetiance379
& Gillman (2012) showed.380
Finding cues that indicate deception via manual inspection is complex.381
This is why researchers are adopting NLP approaches (morphological, syn-382
tactic, lexical or semantic parsing) as well as statistical and machine learning383
methods, and different lexical resources (Newman et al., 2003). They have384
enabled linguistic-based cues (LBC) to be automatically extracted and ana-385
lyzed from texts. This field is known as Automatic Linguistics-Based Cues386
Detection.387
NLP tools were used by Burgoon et al. (2003) to perform tests with388
sixteen linguistic cues that can be automated to return assessments of the389
likely truthfulness or deceptiveness of a piece of text. Their study, carried390
out on text and audio chat, concluded that deceiver messages were briefer391
(i.e., lower on quantity of language), were less complex in their choice of vo-392
cabulary and sentence structure, and lacked specificity or expressiveness in393
their text-based chats. However, the authors highlight the existence of differ-394
ences between synchronous and asynchronous experiments. As a conclusion,395
they state that different cue models will be required for the different tasks.396
Studies such as Zhou et al. (2004a,b) extracted twenty-seven LBC (grouped397
in terms of quantity, complexity, uncertainty, non-immediacy, expressivity,398
diversity and informality). After a systematic analysis using a set of mea-399
sures, they finally concluded that all the linguistic features they considered400
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are potentially relevant discriminators in the context of text based computer401
mediated communication. However, the same cue profiles are unlikely to402
apply uniformly across contexts. Subsequently, the same authors (Zhou &403
Zhang, 2008) showed a summary of linguistic cues for online texts, regardless404
of the context. Table 3 contains a summary of the main linguistic cues found405
in the different studies. The authors similarly conclude that some LBCs406
are effective for both online communication -synchronous and asynchronous-407
whereas other cues are identified only in one of the modes of communication.408
Thus, the LBCs identified in one deception context may not be applicable to409
another one.410
Linguistic cues Behavior in deception
Quantity: the amount of infor-
mation
more words and sentences used
Word diversity lower lexical and content diversity
Redundancy superfluous repetitions of words or phrases
Language complexity less complexity in sentence length, average word length, incom-
plete sentences, unstructured texts, fewer unique words
Expressiveness: frequency of
using adjectives and adverbs
greater expressiveness
Non-immediacy: expression
to disassociate oneself from
his/her message content
fewer self-references or group references, more modal verbs,
present tense used instead of past or future, more passive voice,
more objectification, more generalizing terms
Informality more informal texts
Cognitive complexity: the ratio
of cognitive operations
higher cognitive complexity, syntactically complex expressions
Affect : positive or negative
emotions
more positive and especially negative affect present
Spontaneous correction: ratio




indicating the lack of sureness
more uncertain, more evasive, more unclear, more impersonal,
more discrepant, more ambivalent
Non-Contextual embeddings few spatio-temporal information, few details in the message re-
garding actions, description of people, events
Table 3: Summary of the most used linguistic cues in the review of studies dealing with
Deception Detection (Zhou & Zhang, 2008)
Finally, although it seems logical to think that linguistic cues are the most411
significant for deception detection in texts, some authors, such as Conroy412
et al. (2015), proposed studying the contribution of other types of cues,413
such as network or behavior, in combination with LBCs. They argue in414
favor of developing hybrid approaches based on both content properties and415
media computer communication patterns, for instance, learned patterns of416
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argumentation style classes. So, language patterns could be complemented417
with message metadata or knowledge networks.418
4.1.2. Resources419
Data collection is one of the challenges of conducting deception research420
due to the scarce availability of such datasets. As with all others NLP tasks,421
creating a corpus can be done manually or automatically.422
Regarding manually annotated corpora, several resources have been de-423
veloped for different domains and languages. The first studies in this line424
were carried out by means of controlled experiments, either with sanctioned425
or unsanctioned approaches. A common example of a sanctioned controlled426
experiment is recruiting participants for a study on deception and randomly427
assigning them to a lie or truth condition, such as in Newman et al. (2003).428
This work compiles 568 videos and texts in English about abortion and feel-429
ings about friends. RusPersonality (Litvinova et al., 2016) is a Russian corpus430
for authorship profiling that can be used for deception detection. The corpus431
contains over 1,850 documents with an average length of 230 words. The an-432
notation process involved the participation of 114 respondents. The first step433
involved theme describing the events of a day in their life, and the second434
step involved them in consciously changing the facts. Almela et al. (2012)435
collected a Spanish dataset of 600 statements for three topics (opinions about436
homosexual adoption, bullfighting and feelings about best friends). For each437
topic, 200 statements were generated, 100 true and 100 false, with an av-438
erage of 80 words per statement. Manual verification of the quality of the439
contributions was made.440
The main advantage of this type of experiment is that researchers have441
more control. However, the main limitation is that the researcher is giv-442
ing permission to the participant to lie and this could affect their behavior443
(Gokhman et al., 2012). In unsanctioned approaches, such as that of De-444
Paulo et al. (2003), the participant lies of his or her own accord. In this445
work, messages in English of 120 independent samples were generated where446
senders described their attitudes or personal facts, films, slides, pictures or447
transgressions.448
Fitzpatrick & Bachenko (2012) propose a set of guidelines for building449
corpora with the aim of testing deceptive models to avoid the problem of450
sanctioned lying that is typically required in a controlled experiment. They451
have extensive experience in obtaining data from court cases and other tes-452
timonies, and uncovering the background information that enabled them to453
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annotate the claims made in the narratives as true or false. Their dataset454
has a total 35,090 words, 110 true propositions and 74 false claims. In the455
same domain, but for Italian language, Fornaciari & Poesio (2012) created456
the DECOUR - DEception in COURt - corpus. DECOUR is a corpus con-457
sisting of 3,015 utterances extracted from the transcripts of 35 hearings held458
in four Italian Courts. Fuller et al. (2009) collected a set of real-world data459
by accessing sets of data, officially known as Form 1168, provided by law460
enforcement personnel at military bases. At the end of the data collection461
process, a total of 366 written statements, 79 deceptive and 287 truthful,462
were obtained. Chen & Chen (2014) described to Mobile01 corpus. It is a463
Chinese dataset of threads, profiles and posts from the Samsung board. The464
spam dataset of 632,234 messages, comes from two confidential spreadsheets465
that appear to be internally-kept records of the spam posts.466
In the last decade, there has been a growing interest in opinion spam467
detection. Several corpora have been developed. Lim et al. (2010) stud-468
ied deceptive product reviews sourced from Amazon.com. They labeled 24469
reviewers as “spammers” and 26 as “non-spammers”. Li et al. (2011) stud-470
ied deceptive product reviews found on Epinions.com. They labeled 6,000471
reviews as either spam or not spam.472
More recently, the emergence of crowdsourcing platforms as a novel and473
collaborative approach, has motivated NLP researchers to obtain linguisti-474
cally annotated manual corpora more cost effectively. Several studies have475
used the Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) platform to this end. Rubin &476
Lukoianova (2015) collected a dataset of 54 stories, selfranked as truthful477
or deceptive, elicited using AMT. Mihalcea & Strapparava (2009) created a478
corpus, consisting of three datasets of true and lying texts. They collected479
100 true and 100 false statements for each of the three topics (opinions on480
abortion, opinions on death penalty and feelings about best friends), with481
an average of 85 words per statement. For this purpose, the crowdsourcing482
platform Amazon Mechanical Turk was used to collect opinions. They also483
performed a manual verification of the quality of the contributions. Ott et al.484
(2011) have developed the first large-scale dataset containing gold-standard485
deceptive opinion spam. The corpus consists of 800 opinions about hotels,486
400 deceptive opinions were generated by humans through the AMT plat-487
form. The other 400 truthful reviews were selected between the opinions488
published on TripAdvisor. Later, Li et al. (2014) expanded this corpus with489
positive deceptive restaurant reviews, positive reviews of hotels and positive490
reviews from doctors. These reviews were written by employees and experts491
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in each domain. The final dataset consists of 2,924 opinions.492
Pérez-Rosas & Mihalcea (2014) carried out a comparative experiment493
to evaluate the accuracy of deception classifiers built from different cultures494
(United States, India and Mexico). To do that they collected three deception495
datasets, two in English and one in Spanish, each covering three different496
topics (opinion about abortion, opinion about death penalty and feelings497
about best friends). With this corpus of 750 statements, they showed that498
cross-cultural information can be beneficial to the task with accuracy ranging499
between 60-70%. The statements of the corpus where obtained through the500
AMT platform for English. For Spanish, the data were obtained through a501
separate web interface created specifically for this purpose. Furthermore, the502
experiments carried out in this work indicated that the model generated was503
not sensitive to different issues. For this reason, the authors conducted new504
experiments on open domain corpora (Pérez-Rosas & Mihalcea, 2015). In505
this case, they collected 7,168 sentences, 3,584 truths and 3,584 lies, through506
the AMT platform. These experiments confirmed that the generated model507
behaves adequately in the absence of a predetermined domain.508
Rubin et al. (2015) manually annotated several transcriptions of the US509
National Public Radio. The resulting corpus consists of 144 randomly se-510
lected news.511
Regardless of the concrete methodology used, the manual annotation of512
datasets creates gold-standard corpora. However, it has several limitations.513
One of the key disadvantages is that they are very expensive to obtain, but514
more importantly, human ability to detect deception is very poor (M. De-515
Paulo et al., 1996). It is worth reiterating that according to Ott et al. (2011)516
human agreement and deception detection performance is worse than chance.517
Given the limitations of manually annotated corpora, other methodolo-518
gies have been studied, namely automatically annotated corpora. Although519
they do not produce a true gold-standard corpus, for some domains, they520
may offer an acceptable approximation. So, Jindal & Liu (2008) studied the521
characteristics of untruthful (deceptive) Amazon.com reviews. They imple-522
mented an approach for heuristically assigning approximate labels of decep-523
tiveness. All duplicated reviews (different userids on the same product, same524
userid on different products and different userids on different products) were525
annotated as untruthful. Duplicate reviews were detected using the Jaccard526
distance similarity score. They obtained a corpus of 5.8 million reviews. Wu527
et al. (2010) also studied deceptive online reviews from a subset of 843 hotels528
from a Irish TripAdvisor dataset that comprises 29,799 reviews from 21,851529
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unique reviewers, covering hotels from all regions of Ireland over a two-year530
time window from September 2007 to September 2009. They first selected531
the top 41 hotels and added 5 unsuspicious ones. Users were presented with532
a random selection of 6 of these hotels, and were asked to mark any review533
that might appear suspicious. Based on the judgments provided by 55 users534
who completed the task, they calculated a suspiciousness score for each of535
the hotels.536
Table 4 shows a summary of the resources cited in this section.537
Work Source Size Lang. Method
Almela et al. (2012) Opinions 600 statements SP M (SCE)
Chen & Chen (2014) Web forum 632,234 messages CH M (SCE)
DePaulo et al. (2003) Messages 120 samples EN M (UCE)
Fitzpatrick & Bachenko (2012) - 35,090 words EN M
Fornaciari & Poesio (2012) Hearing words 3,015 utterances IT M
Fuller et al. (2009) Written text 366 statements EN M
Jindal & Liu (2008) Amazon rev. 5.8M reviews EN A (SCE)
Li et al. (2011) Epinions reviews 6,000 rev. EN M
Li et al. (2014) Opinions 2,924 opinions EN M
Lim et al. (2010) Amazon rev. 50 reviews EN M
Litvinova et al. (2016) Written texts 1,800 documents RU M (SCE)
Mihalcea & Strapparava (2009) Video and written 200 statements EN M (CR)
Newman et al. (2003) Video and written 568 samples SP M (SCE)
Ott et al. (2011) TripAdvisor rev. 800 opinions EN M (CR)
Pérez-Rosas & Mihalcea (2014) Opinions 750 statements EN, SP M (CR)
Pérez-Rosas & Mihalcea (2015) - 7,168 sentences EN M (CR)
Rubin & Lukoianova (2015) Texts 54 stories EN M
Rubin et al. (2015) Transc. radio 144 news EN M
Wu et al. (2010) TripAdvisor rev. 29,799 reviews En A
Table 4: Summary of available resources for deception detection, according to the source,
size, domain, language and methodology to be obtained, where M=Manual, A=Automatic,
SCE=sanctioned controlled experiment, UCE=unsanctioned controlled experiment and
CR=Crowfunding.
4.1.3. Systems538
The first automatic proposals of deception detection were focused on the539
psychological or social aspects of lying. Automatic deception detection has540
been investigated in the context of credit card fraud (Wheeler & Aitken,541
2000) and telecommunications fraud (Fawcett & Provost, 1997), among other542
areas. These studies share the characteristic of structured original data with543
predefined attributes. The natural language composition of written texts544
adds more complexity and ambiguity to the task of analyzing and detecting545
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deception in such data. Firstly, a transformation of the texts into some kind546
of structured format is required so that deception indicators can be captured.547
At first, linguistic cues were encoded manually, and the function of the548
computer was limited to performing statistical analysis of those scores (Vrij,549
2000) (Vrij et al., 2000) (Höfer et al., 1996) (Ruby & Brigham, 1997) (Hauch550
et al., 2012). Later, systems appeared that studied language and deception551
using a computer based text analysis program (Newman et al., 2003). In552
recent years, machine learning techniques for detecting deception through553
linguistic-based cues have been applied.554
Most of the work done so far makes use of supervised machine learning555
techniques. Mihalcea & Strapparava (2009) performed deception detection556
via the classification problem of true and false texts. For this purpose they557
used Naive Bayes (NB) and Support Vector Machine (SVM), ten-fold cross558
validation, and a set of words as defined in LIWC (Linguistic Inquiry and559
Word Count6) (Newman et al., 2003). To tackle this task, a manually anno-560
tated dataset of 200 statements about abortion, friends and death penalty,561
was used. With minimal preprocessing (tokenization and stemming) and562
without removing stopwords, the average classification performance of 70.8%563
(NB) and 70.1% (SVM) was attained. The results dropped to 59.8% (NB)564
and 57.7% (SVM) when the portability of classifiers across topics was tested.565
Fuller et al. (2009) used several different sets of linguistic-based cues as566
inputs for classification models. To extract the cues, a combination of GATE7567
and LIWC were used. Three classification methods were used: artificial568
neural networks, decision trees and logistic regression. The best results -569
73.86% accuracy - were obtained with neural networks, using a single hidden570
layer of three nodes, and with a set of linguistic features drawn from several571
deception theories.572
Rubin et al. (2015) analyzed the use of rhetorical structures and vector573
space models to detect deception. Using logistic regression and a dataset of574
144 news items, they obtained an accuracy of only 56%.575
Although most of the supervised systems developed have been tested for576
English, there have also been research work dealing with other languages.577
Fornaciari & Poesio (2012) trained models in order to perform a binary clas-578
sification (false or not-false) for Italian statements issued in law courts using579
6http://liwc.wpengine.com/ (accessed online 28 February, 2019)
7https://gate.ac.uk/ ((accessed online 28 February, 2019))
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the DeCour corpus. They used SVM as a classifier as well as a features vec-580
tor with linguistic information that made use of: the LIWC tool; the most581
frequent N-grams for unigrams to pentagrams of lemmas; and part-of-speech.582
The best result obtained was 69.37% accuracy. Almela et al. (2012) designed583
an automatic Spanish language classifier based on SVM for the identifica-584
tion of deception in written texts. The corpus used in the task consists of585
600 statements, 300 true and 300 false, about three topics: opinions on ho-586
mosexual adoption, opinions on bullfighting and feelings about best friends.587
To create the samples for the classifier, LIWC2001, the Spanish version of588
LIWC, was used. The system obtained an F-measure of 73.6%. Chen &589
Chen (2014) developed a model to detect Chinese spam opinions using the590
Mobile01 corpus. They obtained 61.54% of F-measure using SVM with radial591
basis function (RBF) Kernel and using the first post of each thread in the592
corpus. As features, they used bag of words, a set of features derived from593
basic characteristics of the contents of the posts, and information about time594
and thread activeness of the posts.595
With the proliferation of social media and the growth of user generated596
content, considerable research interest in detecting true and deceptive web597
opinions has been generated. In this sense, several studies about spam detec-598
tion have been carried out. Banerjee & Chua (2014) conducted a linguistic599
analysis using a dataset of 800 hotel reviews (Ott et al., 2011). They studied600
which linguistic differences in terms of readability, genre and written style601
could predict review manipulation. The logistic regression model obtained602
an accuracy of 71.25%. Kim et al. (2015) extended the linguistic features to603
deep semantic analysis. They proposed a frame-based deep semantic analysis604
method, using FrameNet (Fillmore et al., 2003) for understanding rich char-605
acteristics of deceptive and genuine opinions. The classification model using606
the dataset of hotel reviews (Ott et al., 2011), the subset of hotel opinions607
from the corpus of Li et al. (2014) and SVM, obtained an accuracy of 92,4%.608
Due to scarcity of examples, some semi-supervised machine learning ap-609
proaches have been developed. Hernández et al. (Hernández et al., 2015)610
employed PU-learning and Naive Bayes for building a binary classifier to de-611
tect deceptive opinions reviews. Using a dataset of 800 hotel reviews (Ott612
et al., 2011) they obtained 78.1% of F-measure. Moreover, they analyzed613
the role of opinions’ polarity in the detection of deception. Their results614
confirmed that negative deceptive opinions are more difficult to detect that615
positive ones even though there are common characteristics in the way people616
write positive and negative deception opinions.617
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As with other tasks involved in NLP, some deep learning (DL) approaches618
have been analyzed. Ren & Ji (2017) explored a gated recurrent neural619
network model (GRNN) to learn document-level representation. Using 2,600620
reviews of the total corpus (Li et al., 2014) obtained an accuracy of 83.6%.621
This result is not maintained in cross-domain experiments.622
All the aforementioned studies consider that a text is either completely623
false or completely true. However, as Zhou & Zenebe (2008) argue that it624
is not the case. Deceptive texts combine truthful and deceptive information,625
or merely omit relevant details. So, an alternative is needed to traditional626
machine learning techniques that follow the binary paradigm. These authors627
applied neuro-fuzzy models that are able to tell how much of a text is decep-628
tive and how much of it is truthful. Taking into account the part of corpus629
used in the experiment that only comprises written texts, the accuracy ob-630
tained using ten-fold cross validations is: 85% in emails, 67.2% in instant631
messages, and 69.2% in instant messages of interviews. As features, a verbal632
set and a small number of non-verbal behaviour cues were used.633
A brief summary of the systems that address this task is presented in634
Table 5.635
Work Approach Resource Score
Almela et al. (2012) ML (SVM) Ad hoc 0.7360 (F1)
Banerjee & Chua (2014) ML (LR) Otto et al. 0.7125 (Acc)
Chen & Chen (2014) ML (SVM) Ad hoc 0.6154 (F1)
Fornaciari & Poesio (2012) ML (SVM) Ad hoc 0.6937 (Acc)
Fuller et al. (2009) ML (NN) Ad hoc 0.7386 (Acc)
Hernández et al. (2015) ML (PRU-learning) Otto et al. 0.7810 (F1)
Kim et al. (2015) ML (SVM) Exten. Otto et al. 0.9240 (Acc)
Mihalcea & Strapparava (2009) ML (NB) Ad hoc 0.7080 (Acc)
Ren & Ji (2017) DL (RNN) Ad hoc 0.8360 (Acc)
Rubin et al. (2015) ML (LR) Ad hoc 0.5600 (Acc)
Zhou & Zenebe (2008) Neuro fuzzy models Ad hoc 0.8200 (Acc)
Table 5: Summary of the analyzed studies on deception detection by their computational
approach, training and evaluation resources and the best reported score, including the
metric inside brackets: F measure (F1) and accuracy (Acc). An hyphen (-) is used where
information is not provided
4.1.4. Discussion636
As presented in this section, deception detection involves the identifica-637
tion and extraction of deception cues and the construction of a deception638
detection model using these cues.639
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A wide range of linguistic cues have been proposed and analyzed. To640
conclude, it is possible to establish that the same set of cues across the dif-641
ferent contexts found on the Web, are unlikely to apply. So, although there642
is a small set of linguistic cues that are relevant for any task in any context,643
such as less complex, superfluous repetitions, or briefer messages, it is nec-644
essary to study each of these tasks and contexts independently. Moreover,645
some non-verbal cues, related to network behavior, could complement the646
knowledge provided by the linguistic cues.647
Regarding models, supervised and semi-supervised machine learning ap-648
proaches as well as deep learning approaches have been studied. The results649
obtained with these models vary between 70% and 90% accuracy. These re-650
sults show the contribution of semantic information and deep learning in the651
task. Hence, future work should focus on how to combine both aspects in652
order to achieve significant progress in the task. In any case, an important653
fact is that the results obtained indicate that machine learning approaches654
are more effective at detecting deception than humans. Finally, as in all655
NLP tasks, corpora are needed to tackle the deception detection task au-656
tomatically. In this sense, a large number of corpora have been developed.657
Moreover, corpora for languages other than English have been created, such658
as Russian, Chinese, Italian or Spanish. This is because for each team of re-659
searchers, and even for each experiment with the same researchers, a different660
dataset has been collected. However, there is a lack in standard annotation661
for the task. This fact makes it difficult to compare systems. Only in the case662
of opinion spam detection does it seem that a consensus has been reached663
and the corpus assembled by Ott et al. (2011) has been used in other related664
studies.665
4.2. Stance detection, controversy and polarization666
The task of stance detection concerns the use of Artificial Intelligence667
technologies (especially automatic learning and natural language processing)668
for the automatic detection of stances behind a known topic. Stance detection669
can be applied to two different scenarios: news and social networks. The670
area of stance detection in news is related to detecting misleading headlines,671
which involves estimating the relative perspective (or stance) of two pieces672
of text related to a topic, claim or issue. More specifically, the task involves673
classifying the stance of the body text relative to the claim made in the674
headline into one of the following four categories: a) agrees - concurrence675
between body text and headline; b) disagrees - non-concurrence between676
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body text and headline; c) discusses - same topic discussed in body text and677
headline, but no position taken; and, d) unrelated - different topic discussed678
in body text and headline.679
The task of stance detection in a social media scenario, given a social net-680
work message (such as Twitter) and a target topic, is to automatically detect681
the stance (i.e., for/against) of the message regarding the topic. Most sys-682
tems focus on a topic and on discovering if the associated text addresses the683
topic, and if so, determine whether the text is in favor, against, or indifferent684
to the topic.685
Stance detection has recently received considerable attention and has686
taken off because of the rise in techniques for the detection and treatment of687
fake news. However, the fundamental techniques on which stance detection688
is based has been the focus of research for many years, as they involve apply-689
ing textual entailment technology that became fashionable in the first decade690
of the 21st century. Hence, efforts to develop these systems have focused on691
revisiting the techniques of textual entailment and adapting them to the new692
task (and also to new resources of machine learning, such as deep learning),693
as well as to the construction of large resources (basically corpus) for the694
proper training and evaluation of these technologies.695
Other researchers redefine the task as controversy detection, which is cen-696
tered on determining if the topic of a discussion generates opposing opinions697
among the population. In this case, not only is the detection of contrary698
opinions taken into account, but also the impact on public opinion, as well699
as monitoring its evolution overtime. Moreover, when the task seeks to dis-700
cover population clusters with generally controversial opinions on a set of701
different topics, the task is redefined as polarization detection.702
The next subsections are structured as follows. Section 4.2.1 contains a703
detailed description of the resources and competitions found in the systematic704
review regarding stance, polarity and controversy detection. Sections 4.2.2705
and 4.2.3 reported the research studies regarding stance detection in news706
and social media, respectively. Section 4.2.4. presents research regarding707
polarization and controversy detection. Finally, section 4.2.5 shows some708
conclusions about the different research presented, as well as the possible709
future research lines in this subtask.710
4.2.1. Resources and competitions711
New machine learning techniques applied to the task of stance detec-712
tion need to have large datasets for their proper training. Powerful systems,713
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such as those based on deep learning have shown very promising results for714
many facets of ML, but they are unlikely to be competitive with traditional715
ML technologies when they are trained with low or medium sized datasets716
(Hanselowski, 2018). For this reason, the construction of resources for the717
training of these systems is one of the priority tasks that needs to be ad-718
dressed.719
Bowman et al. (2015) made a significant contribution in this area with the720
development of Stanford Natural Language Inference (SNLI) corpus, a collec-721
tion of labelled sentence pairs, written by humans based on image captioning.722
This corpus has 570,152 sentence pairs labelled for entailment, contradiction,723
and semantic independence, collected by means of the Amazon Mechanical724
Turk. The corpus was evaluated by testing simple lexicalized models as well725
as neural network models achieving near 80% success in both cases. Fur-726
thermore, in this experimentation, specific approaches for stance detection727
were tested, as well as approaches for Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE)728
challenge tasks. It was found that both approaches are based on the same729
technology.730
Resource building for stance detection has also benefited from the work731
Emergent dataset developed by Ferreira & Vlachos (2016). In this case,732
they set themselves the goal of obtaining data for classifying the stance of733
a news article headline with respect to its associated claim. In this way,734
Emergent, is a dataset containing 300 rumoured claims and 2,595 associated735
news articles, collected and labelled by journalists with an estimation of their736
veracity (true, false or unverified). This dataset has been extracted from the737
Emergent Project (Silverman, Visited January, 2019), a rumour debunking738
project.739
The launching of the first challenges related to fake news analysis, and740
specifically, to the task of stance detection was triggered by a demand for741
technologies that analyze fake news and the increasing availability of anno-742
tated corpora. Next, an analysis follows of two of the most recent challenges743
set that have greatly impacted the scientific field.744
Babakar et al.8 presented the Fake News Challenge FNC-1, using Fer-745
reira & Vlachos (2016) as a starting point. FNC-1 aims to compile a gold746
standard to explore Artificial Intelligence technologies, especially machine747
learning and natural language processing, applied to detection of fake news.748
8http://www.fakenewschallenge.org/ (accessed online 28 February, 2019)
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To carry out this macro-challenge, the organizers decided to start with stance749
detection. In this case, the FNC-1 dataset with 50,000 headlines (1,600 dif-750
ferent news items) was released. These headlines were classified as follows:751
agree (7.4%), disagree (1.7%), discuss (17.8%), unrelated (73.1%). The com-752
petition received a total of 200 submissions achieving scores of around 82%753
in the best ranked submissions. The organization proposed a simple base-754
line using hand-coded features and a gradient boosting classifier, available755
at Github9. The baseline implementation also includes the following: code756
for pre-processing text; splitting data carefully to avoid bleeding of articles757
between training and test; k-fold cross validation; scorer; and, most of the758
CRUD10 needed to carry out the experiment. The hand-crafted features in-759
clude word/ngram overlap features, and indicator features for polarity and760
refutation. With these features and a gradient boosting classifier, the baseline761
achieves a weighted accuracy score of 79.53% (as per the evaluation scheme762
described above) with a 10-fold cross validation.763
Also, the SemEval challenge addressed the problem of stance detection, al-764
though using a different application: SemEval-2016 task 6: Detecting stance765
in Tweets (Mohammad et al., 2016). This task is formulated as follows: in a766
given tweet text and a target entity (person, organization, movement, policy,767
etc.), NLP systems must determine whether the tweet is in favor or against768
the given target, or whether neither inference is likely. This task permitted769
two frameworks: i) supervised where a previously tagged training collection770
was provided, ii) poorly supervised where tagged training was not provided.771
As a result, a dataset with 4,870 English tweets for stance detection was772
released. The dataset addressed six targets: Atheism, Climate Change is a773
Real Concern, Feminist Movement, Hillary Clinton, Legalization of Abortion,774
and Donald Trump. The challenge received 19 submissions for the task in a775
supervised framework and 9 for the unsupervised framework, and the best776
scores were around 67% and 56% respectively, from systems that employed777
a wide array of features and resources.778
The previously discussed challenges and resources have made it possible779
to train an important set of systems specifically addressing two scenarios: i)780
stance detection in news, and ii) stance detection in tweets. The following781
9https://github.com/FakeNewsChallenge/fnc-1-baseline (accessed online 28 February,
2019)
10Create, Read, Update and Delete
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subsections focus on each of these scenarios.782
4.2.2. Stance detection in news783
Research studies dealing with Stance Detection in news have followed a784
variety of approaches that range from classical methods of machine learning785
to the most advanced deep learning models.786
The use of neural networks has always played a fundamental role in the787
development of artificial intelligence systems, and as expected, they also788
play a decisive role in the task of stance detection. Using this technology,789
the previously mentioned work (Bowman et al., 2015) tested the viability790
of the SNLI corpus by means of a neural network model centered around791
a Long Short-Term Memory network (LSTM RNN model), through which792
they obtained a score of 77.6%.793
The evolution of these systems towards more complex neural networks794
has led to models such as multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) that improved the795
results. This is the case of systems such as the one presented by Hanselowski796
(2018) Athene in the FNC-1 challenge, which reached a score of 81.97% and797
became the second best team in the competition. The one presented in798
Riedel et al. (2017) achieved a score of 81.71% and ranked third in the same799
challenge.800
Some of the most evolved neural networks to date are the convolutional801
neural networks (CNN), the deep learning systems defined as an extension802
(or rather a supertype, as according to some authors) of the MLPs. Based803
on this technology, the work presented by Baird et al. (2018) applied a one-804
dimensional convolutional neural net on the headline and body text, repre-805
sented at the word level using Google News pretrained vectors. The output of806
this CNN is then sent to a multilayer perceptron with 4-class output: “agree”,807
”disagree”, “discuss”, and “unrelated”, and trained end-to-end. Using this808
combination CNN - MLP, the system outperformed all the submissions and809
achieved a score of 82.02%, and the first position in the FNC-1 challenge.810
The work presented by Chaudhry et al. (2017), using the framework de-811
fined at FNC-1, develops several neural network-based models to tackle the812
problem, concluding that the LSTM-based bidirectional conditional encod-813
ing model using pre-trained GloVe word embedding is the best solution with814
a performance of 97% in classification accuracy.815
However, the work of Rakholia & Bhargava (2016) focuses discussion on816
a new area. After applying several existing neural network architectures to817
the problem of stance detection in news articles over the FNC-1 dataset, they818
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showed that LSTM-based neural network architectures (84.96%) or simple819
feedforward neural nets (85.61%) perform better than CNN (68.28%) due to820
the difficulty of fine-tuning in deep learning processes.821
For the reasons described above, there are many authors who still opt for822
classical methods of machine learning. Indeed, we can assert that lexicalized823
models perform these tasks and achieve values comparable to other more824
evolved systems. This is one of the conclusions reached by Bowman et al.825
(2015) when they tested a lexicalized classifier to evaluate the SNLI corpus826
and reached a score even higher (78.2 %) than those obtained with the more827
evolved LSTM RNN model (77.6 %). Additionally, the corpus presented in828
Ferreira & Vlachos (2016) was evaluated by a 3-way classification task using829
a logistic regression classifier (Maximum Entropy model). This evaluation830
took into account features extracted by combining the headline and the claim,831
obtaining scores of 73%.832
Regarding other languages, the work presented by Wei & Wan (2017)833
divided the headlines into ambiguous and misleading, and treated them sep-834
arately. They work with Chinese, and in order to identify ambiguous head-835
lines they used Support Vector Machines, a set of basic features and a set836
of linguistic patterns. For misleading headlines, they considered indepen-837
dent and dependent body features, such as informality, sentiment, similarity838
and textual entailment. They used a co-training approach for the classifica-839
tion. A corpus of 40,000 pieces of news from Chinese news sites was created,840
with scores of 80% accurate headlines and of 20% misleading and ambigu-841
ous headlines. They obtained an F-measure of 72.4% using the co-training842
approach.843
The work of Bourgonje et al. (2017) that was evaluated on the FNC844
corpus showed that the use of simple ML techniques returned very satis-845
factory results (89%) that greatly improved the scores of other much more846
complex systems presented to the FNC-1 challenge. In this case, a simple847
lemmatisation-based n-gram matching was used for the binary classification848
of related vs. unrelated headline/article pairs by means of logistic regression.849
Studies such as Rubin et al. (2016) are focused on providing a concep-850
tual overview of satire and humour, discovering and highlighting the unique851
features of satirical news that tend to be adopted in both the format and852
style of this type of journalistic reporting. They used a feature combina-853
tion (Absurdity, Grammar and Punctuation) to detect satirical news with a854
90% precision and 84% recall (F-score=87%). However, satirical news is not855
considered as fake news, and therefore is beyond the scope of this section.856
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To conclude, the methods based on deep learning obtain promising results857
in the experiments carried out. However, they need fine-tuning and, in many858
cases, they need to be complemented with traditional ML resources to achieve859
the results of classical techniques.860
A brief summary of the systems that address this task is presented in861
Table 6.
Work Approach Resource Score
Dias & Becker (2016) Hybrid (CNN/DT) FNC1 0.8202 (FNC1)
Bourgonje et al. (2017) ML (LR) FNC1 0.8959 (FNC1)
Bowman et al. (2015) DL (RNN-LSTM) SNLI 0.776 (Acc)
Chaudhry et al. (2017) DL (LSTM-GRU cells) FNC1 0.97 (FNC1)
Ferreira & Vlachos (2016) ML (Max. Entr.) Emergent 0.73 (Acc)
Hanselowski (2018) DL (separate MLPs) FNC1 0.8197 (FNC1)
Rakholia & Bhargava (2016) DL (LSTM-Feed Forw.NN) FNC1 0.8561 (FNC1)
Riedel et al. (2017) DL (MLP) FNC1 0.8172 (FNC1)
Wei & Wan (2017) ML (SVM) Ad hoc 0.7240 (F1)
Table 6: Summary of the analyzed studies on stance detection in News according to
the computational approach, the resource used to train and evaluate and the best score
reported, including the metric inside brackets: Fake News Challenge-1 score (FNC1), F
measure (F1) and accuracy (Acc). An hyphen (-) is used where information is not provided
862
4.2.3. Stance detection in tweets863
Stance detection in tweets has similarly been approached from different864
perspectives. However, unlike stance detection in news, trainers cannot count865
on the pair headline and claim but only headlines (tweets). The SemEval2016866
competition (task 6) became one of the best launch pads for the take-off of867
these systems.868
Neural networks are among the most used techniques in stance detection869
in news, playing a decisive role in this task. This is the technique used by870
Zarrella & Marsh (2016) who applied a recurrent neural network organized871
into four layers of weights to tackle the SemEval2016 task 6A (supervised872
identification of stance in tweets). The RNN was initialized with features873
learned via distant supervision on two large unlabelled datasets. In parallel,874
they trained embeddings of words and phrases with the word2vec skip-gram875
method. Finally, they used the features to learn sentence representations876
via a hashtag prediction task. These experiments ranked first among the 19877
systems with F-score of 67.8%, reporting 71.1% in a non-official test.878
Wei et al. (2016) addressed the supervised task of SemEval2016 through879
a specific convolutional neural network for stance detection. In this case,880
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the input was the learning of the word embedding model extracted from881
Google News database. Afterwards, the CNN model was trained with the882
SemEval2016 Task 6 dataset. Finally, they used a vote scheme to predict the883
label of the test set. This submission ranked second in the task A (supervised)884
with F-score of 67.33%, and first in the task B (unsupervised) with a strategy885
to build the necessary training dataset since it was a supervised method (F-886
score = 56.28%).887
Another approach is the one that tackles the task from the point of view888
of a combination of basic algorithms optimized with genetic algorithms. This889
is the case with the work of Tutek et al. (2016), who used an ensemble890
of learning algorithms that were fine-tuned by using a genetic algorithm.891
These experiments revised a long set of classifiers: Support Vector Machine892
(SVM); Random Forest (RF); Logistic Regression (LR); Gradient Boosting893
(GB); Multinomial Bayes (MB); Extra Trees (ET); and, general stochas-894
tic gradient descent classifier (SGDC). To build the model, standard lexical895
and task-specific features were employed. The system also participated in896
SemEval2016 task 6A, ranking third position with F-score 66.83%.897
The traditional classification methods supervised by means of resources898
have also been used to address task B of SemEval (unsupervised or poorly899
supervised framework). This is the case of the work by Dias & Becker (2016)900
who automatically generated a training corpus by means of a rule-based901
system. Then a SVM classification algorithm was trained with it. They902
ranked third in the SemEval2016 task 6B with F-score 42.32%.903
Also the work of Krejzl & Steinberger (2016) is based on this type of904
technique. In this case, a maximum entropy classifier that was trained with905
mainly surface-level, sentiment and domain specific features extracted from906
entity-centered sentiment dictionaries and domain stance dictionaries. They907
ranked fourth in SemEval2016 task 6B with F-score 42.02%.908
Table 7 presents a summary of work that has addressed the task of stance909
detection in tweets.910
4.2.4. Polarization and controversy detection911
Some systems have extended the stance detection task by focusing on912
perceiving the political polarization between users, generally within a social913
network. This is a problem that can be addressed by adapting the specific914
models for stance detection, or approaching the problem from totally differ-915
ent perspectives, where the position of each user is not analyzed for a certain916
issue, but groups of users with similar positions are detected. Thus, in Finn917
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Work Approach Resource Score
Dias & Becker (2016) ML (SVM) SemEval2016 0.4232 (F1) (unsupervised)
Krejzl & Steinberger (2016) ML (MaxEntr) SemEval2016 0.4202 (F1) (unsupervised)
Wei et al. (2016) DL (CNN) SemEval2016 0.6733 (F1) (supervised)
0.5628 (F1) (unsupervised)
Zarrella & Marsh (2016) DL (RNN) SemEval2016 0.6780 (F1) (supervised)
Table 7: Summary of the analyzed studies on stance detection in Tweets by their computa-
tional approach, training and evaluation resources and the best reported score. , including
the metric inside brackets: F measure (F1). An hyphen (-) is used where information is
not provided
et al. (2014) a proposal that analyzes the co-retweeted network among Twit-918
ter users based on graph models is presented, using the Gephi ForceAtlas2 for919
implementation. The tweets are collected by searching for keywords related920
to a certain event. Specifically, the US presidential debate between Obama921
and Romney in October 2012 was used. These same keywords were used to922
detect supporters of both contenders. The researchers used the Co-Retweeted923
Network that was constructed as the undirected weighted graph connecting924
accounts which have been retweeted by members of the audience. Finally,925
the computation of the polarity of the event itself as well as the polarity of926
the major accounts participating in the discussion were shown.927
Although the above cited studies could be evaluated extrinsically by the928
users of the graphical representation system, none of the previous studies have929
proposed an intrinsic and comparable evaluation method for the task. Thus,930
in order to address the issue of providing a comparable metric, some studies931
have simplified the complex task of identifying controversy by reducing it932
to a simple binary classification of polarity with respect to a controversial933
topic. One of the most relevant work in this sense is the one carried out by934
Dori-Hacohen & Allan (2015) who used a simple nearest neighbors classifier935
(kNN) to polarize the controversy in Wikipedia articles and conducted a936
comparative study of the results against different baselines. In this case937
the authors reported a F-score of 65% (accuracy=73%) with a gain increase938
of 20% over their baselines. This work was later improved by Jang et al.939
(2016) who implemented a version of the previous kNN algorithm based on940
Probabilistic Language Modelling to confront the Wikipedia controversy with941
results of 83.5% accuracy.942
In the same way, to address the evolving problem of polarization, it is943
possible to detect when the topic of a discussion is controversial by monitor-944
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ing the topic’s behavior. In this scenario, the work presented by Garimella945
et al. (2018) is also based on graph models. This paper proposes three phases:946
(i) building a conversation graph about a topic taking into account relation-947
ships such as: retweets, followers, and content similarity; (ii) partitioning948
the conversation graph to identify potential sides of the controversy; and949
(iii) measuring the amount of controversy from the characteristics of the950
graph.951
Table 8 presents a summary of studies that have addressed the task of952
controversy/polarization detection.953
Work Approach Resource Score
Dori-Hacohen & Allan (2015) ML (KNN) Wikipedia 0.73 (Acc)
Finn et al. (2014) Graph Models Co-Retweeted Net -
Garimella et al. (2018) Graph Models Twitter -
Jang et al. (2016) ML (Prob. LM) Wikipedia 0.8350 (Acc)
Table 8: Summary of the analyzed studies on controversy detection by their computational
approach, training and evaluation resources and the best reported score, including the
metric inside brackets: Accuracy (Acc). An hyphen (-) is used where information is not
provided
4.2.5. Discussion954
The following conclusions can be drawn from the results analysed in this955
section in relation to stance detection and controversy detection. First, with956
respect to stance detection in news, the current systems are based on detect-957
ing the entailment between the headline and the news, and they are work-958
ing with relatively high scores (around 85%-95%). Among these, the DL959
systems are obtaining the best results, although well adjusted ML systems960
also provide very competitive results. However, (Hanselowski et al., 2018)961
demonstrated that stance detection is a challenging problem because they962
evaluated the performance of the three top-scoring systems at FNC-1 with963
a new dataset called Argument Reasoning Comprehension (ARC) (Haber-964
nal et al., 2018), and the systems were not able to resolve difficult cases,965
detecting a gap in the research were argumentation is involved.966
Second, the task of stance detection in tweets becomes a more complex967
task as it lacks the headline/body pair to train and make decisions. In968
this sense, when the task is performed with supervised training, all systems969
achieve similar results (around 65%-70%), but clearly providing an oppor-970
tunity for future research to improve the score. Moreover, few differences971
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were demonstrated between DL and ML approaches. However, in the case of972
unsupervised work, the results are exceptionally low (40%-55%) with many973
aspects remaining unresolved.974
Third, the problem associated with the detection of controversy is best975
understood as a multidimensional version of the stance detection problem,976
in which the same topic can generate multiple disagreements in different977
directions forming opinion clusters. So far this problem has been approached978
from two different points of view. On the one hand, the problem of multi-979
dimensionality has been approached through the graphical representation980
of the problem, without measuring the degree of disagreement between the981
different positions. On the other hand, an attempt has been made to measure982
the degree of disagreement by reducing the problem from controversy to a983
polarization problem, that is, turning it into a mono-dimensional problem984
that returns us to the problem of stance detection. However, the calculation985
of polarity is a very simplified version of the original problem of controversy,986
and therefore there is much room for research in a task that is still in its987
infancy.988
To conclude, Table 9 shows a summary of the resources cited in this989
section.990
Work Source Size Subtask
EMERGENT(Ferreira & Vlachos, 2016) News 2,595 news stance
Finn et al. (2014) Twitter 1,895,334 tweets controversy
FNC1:2016 (Babakar et al., 2016) News 49,972 headline-body stance
SemEVAL(Mohammad et al., 2016) Twitter 4,870 tweets stance
SNLI(Bowman et al., 2015) Image Captions 570,152 sentence-pairs stance
Wei & Wan (2017) News 40,000 news stance
Table 9: Summary of available resources for stance detection, controversy and polarity,
according to the source, size and the concrete subtask addressed
4.3. Automated Fact Checking991
Computational or automated fact checking consists of applying existing992
artificial intelligence technology to automatically check the veracity of a pub-993
lic claim against all the available data, and classify it according to a veracity994
value (Dale, 2017). These values are known as a 5-point veracity scale (Vla-995
chos & Riedel, 2014) and they are explained next:996
• True: The statement is accurate and there is nothing significant miss-997
ing.998
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• Mostly True: The statement is accurate but needs clarification or999
additional information.1000
• Half True: The statement is partially accurate but leaves out impor-1001
tant details or takes things out of context.1002
• Mostly False: The statement contains an element of truth but ignores1003
critical facts that would give a different impression.1004
• False: The statement is not accurate.1005
Some authors include an additional point in the veracity scale known as1006
“Pants on-fire False”,11 meaning the statement is not accurate and makes a1007
ridiculous claim.1008
The main objective of this task is to enhance the fact checking role and1009
make it more accurate. This releases the journalist’s time for more inter-1010
pretative reporting (providing context, analysis, and possible consequences1011
of events). In all the aim of fact checking is to limit the spread of unsub-1012
stantiated claims. According to FullFact organization (the UK’s independent1013
fact checking charity), the automated fact checking process is divided into1014
the same stages as the manual fact checking performed by journalists or1015
researchers (FullFact.org, 2016).1016
Figure 2: Four stages required to perform Fact checking procedure
As presented in Figure 2 the fact checking process consists of four sub-1017
tasks. The first subtask involves monitoring different media and social net-1018
works, such as Twitter, to extract the possible claims. After this, in the spot-1019
ting subtask the relevant claims are determined. Then, the checking subtask1020
classifies the claim according to its veracity, and the last subtask consists of1021
publishing, presenting the previously extracted content in a human-readable1022
and human friendly format.1023
11https://www.politifact.com/truth-o-meter/article/2018/feb/12/principles-truth-o-
meter-politifacts-methodology-i/ (accessed online 28 February, 2019)
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An analysis follows of the main challenges involved in each of the four1024
subtasks (FullFact.org, 2016):1025
Monitoring: Determines the whole context of the claim, which includes1026
automatically identifying the sender/speaker, the receiver about who or what1027
the message concerns, as well as the temporal and spatial framework of the1028
claim.1029
Spotting: In this subtask, it is important to: i) identify previous fact-1030
checked claims in new text, ii) identify new factual claims that have not been1031
fact-checked before, iii) make judgments about the priority of the claims, and1032
iv) deal with paraphrasing.1033
Checking: There are three working approaches to automated checking:1034
Reference approaches : use built-in knowledge (known sources and existing1035
fact-checked claims) to determine the veracity of a claim.1036
Knowledge graph approaches : use canonical information extracted from1037
graphs to check the veracity of the claim.1038
Contextual approaches : use social and other contexts related to the claims,1039
which involves considering issues, such as: the reaction claims get on the so-1040
cial web; or how they spread; and, the controversy that they generate. With1041
these approaches, it is not possible to determine if a claim is true, but they1042
are necessary to discover the likelihood of the claim’s veracity.1043
Creating and publishing: This subtask is related to automated jour-1044
nalism and it is the reverse task of fact checking. It involves applying Au-1045
tomatic Language Generation techniques to the structured data previously1046
obtained in the previous three subtasks. Common standards are already1047
emerging for presenting fact checks through work done by schema.org12 based1048
on the work that human fact checkers and journalist already do.1049
The following section 4.3.1 presents the different datasets and resources1050
found in the literature regarding automated fact checking. Then, section 4.3.21051
involves briefly presenting systems dealing with monitoring and spotting as1052
well as a more in-depth focus on the checking systems. Thus, within the1053
checking sub-group, we have divided the studies into reference approaches,1054
knowledge graph approaches and contextual approaches. Finally, in section1055
4.3.3 a brief summary of the subtask and the state-of-the-art is presented, as1056
well as a contrast between approaches and the gaps to be tackled by future1057
12https://github.com/schemaorg/schemaorg/issues/1061 (accessed online 28 February,
2019)
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research.1058
4.3.1. Resources and competitions1059
The automated fact checking task lacks standard annotated datasets.1060
Therefore, different authors have proposed their own datasets. Multiple1061
datasets, which can be sourced from manual fact checkers such as Politi-1062
fact13 and Full Fact,14 have been created by authors for machine learning or1063
evaluation purposes (Vlachos & Riedel (2014), Rashkin et al. (2017), LIAR1064
(Wang, 2017)). These corpus are annotated with the veracity values used in1065
manual fact checking (see section 4.3).1066
Emergent corpus (Ferreira & Vlachos, 2016) is a dataset of 300 rumoured1067
claims, and 2,595 associated news articles, labelled by journalists with a1068
veracity tag (true, false or unverified), providing a real-world data source for1069
human language technology tasks in the context of fact-checking. This corpus1070
could also be applied for stance detection tasks, as subsequently explained.1071
In addition, task driven competitions provide a source of datasets and es-1072
tablish the evaluation framework of the task. One of the competitions in this1073
field was the Fast and Furious Fact Check Challenge (HeroX fact checking1074
Challenge)(Francis & Fact, 2017) completed in January 2017. The annota-1075
tion of the claims was done with a four-grade scale (true/false/somewhat1076
true/somewhat false). The competition set a minimum threshold of 80%1077
accuracy, which was not achieved by any of the participating teams. The1078
Sheffield team (Thorne & Vlachos, 2017), Claimbuster(Hassan et al., 2017a)1079
and the Ovidiu Dobre team were the three best teams in this competition.1080
There was also a Hackathon called FactHack, 15 held in 2017 with the1081
aim of developing tools to help scale, target, and evaluate the fact checking1082
task. The hackaton objectives were: i) to detect already fact-checked claims1083
appearing in different contexts, and ii) to improve their live factchecking1084
systems by building a system that immediately finds matches with claims1085
already checked (and the accompanying verdicts). For the hackathon they1086
decided to break the problem down into 3 key areas that they needed help1087
with: i) Real-time search, ii) Pre-processing of numbers, and iii) Stacked1088
tokens.Firstly, the real-time search objective was accomplished by means of1089
13http://www.politifact.com (accessed online 28 February, 2019)
14http://www.fullfact.org (accessed online 28 February, 2019)
15https://fullfact.org/blog/2017/jan/facthack-our-hackathon-facebook-flax/ (accessed
online 19 July, 2019)
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Luwak query engine, as it enables the search of a rapid stream of documents1090
to find factual claims. Secondly, regarding preprocessing, the team had made1091
some important decisions, identified some awkward edge cases, and started1092
to think about how they could adapt the system to other countries. Finally,1093
stacked tokens, as the most experimental aspect of the project, implies being1094
able to automatically detect phrases like something is rising and determine1095
where something is a noun phrase like ”crime” for example. The team of1096
Solr experts in the Hackathon worked on this and provided the organizers1097
with the ability to work out how to take the next steps towards ever more1098
nuanced types of searches.1099
In 2018, the two main competitions were: i) the CLEF-2018 Fact checking1100
Lab16 for the automatic identification and verification of claims in political1101
debates(Nakov et al., 2018). The dataset delivered by this competition was1102
obtained from FactCheck.org and it annotates statements with true/half-1103
true/false values (Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2018); and, ii) the Fact Extraction1104
and VERification (FEVER) 17, which is a workshop on fact extraction and1105
verification providing a dataset of 220K claims verified against Wikipedia1106
(Thorne et al., 2018b) (Thorne et al., 2018a). The statements in the corpus1107
were annotated with supported/ refuted/ notenoughinfo. The best perfor-1108
mance in this challenge was obtained by UNC-NLP team(Nie et al., 2018)1109
with a FEVER score value of 64.21 %.1110
Regarding datasets and competitions with veracity value annotation, Rumour-1111
Eval (Derczynski et al., 2017) is a SemEval shared task that aims to identify1112
and handle rumours and reactions to them, in text. They present an anno-1113
tation scheme and a large dataset (Pheme) covering multiple topics. They1114
have a task related to predicting veracity of rumours (Subtask B - Veracity1115
prediction) with 330 annotated Tweets with true/false values. The dataset1116
is also covering stance classification but this beyond the scope of this section.1117
Table 10 presents a summary of the datasets addressed in this section for1118
automated fact checking. Some of the datasets addressed in this table are1119
built by the authors, and some of them are derived from related competitions.1120
The number of different values for labels in the annotation of the resources1121
is also indicated in the table.1122
16http://alt.qcri.org/clef2018-factcheck/ (accessed online 28 February, 2019)
17http://fever.ai/ (accessed online 28 February, 2019)
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Work Source Size Label
CT-FCC(Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2018) FactCheck.org/Snopes 300 claims three-grade
Emergent(Ferreira & Vlachos, 2016) News articles 300 claims three-grade
FEVER(Thorne et al., 2018a) Wikipedia 185K claims three-grade
HeroX(Francis & Fact, 2017) Full Fact 90 claims four-grade
LIAR (Wang, 2017) PolitiFact 12.8K claims six-grade
Pheme(Derczynski et al., 2017) Tweets 330 claims true/false
Rashkin et al. (2017) PolitiFact 4,366 claims six-grade
Vlachos & Riedel (2014) Channnel4/PolitiFact 221 claims five-grade
Table 10: Summary of available resources for automated fact checking by source, size and
type of data labelling (annotation)
4.3.2. Automated Fact Checking systems1123
In this section a map of the main studies regarding automated fact check-1124
ing are presented and compared. We focus on monitoring, spotting and1125
checking since these are the subtasks that are presently being tackled auto-1126
matically, even though the state of the art is highly dynamic.1127
The main systems focused on monitoring and spotting are:1128
Emergent.info 18 is a real-time rumour tracker, the result of a research1129
project from the Tow Center for Digital Journalism at Columbia University1130
and it focuses on how unverified information and rumour are reported in1131
the media. For a given a claim, the website shows a veracity assessment1132
–’true’, ’false’ or ’unverified’–. Additionally, the claim’s source and social1133
dissemination, as well as the media outlets that published the claim are1134
provided. Emergent needs a lot of manual input and, furthermore, the system1135
automatically detects misleading headlines and the evolution of rumours over1136
time.1137
The Contentcheck 19 (Cazalens et al., 2018) (Manolescu, 2017) is an on-1138
going project that consists of a claim detection and an analysis tool designed1139
by Le Monde newspaper and a French academic consortium. They charac-1140
terized automated fact checking as a content management problem, drawing1141
from data and knowledge management, natural language processing and in-1142
formation retrieval. Machine learning is also leveraged for many of the tasks1143
involved. They also considered important additional information on to how1144
or why a claim is disputed, such as related articles or argumentation graphs.1145
18http://www.emergent.info/ (accessed online 28 February, 2019)
19https://team.inria.fr/cedar/contentcheck/ (accessed online 28 February, 2019)
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FactWatcher (Hassan et al., 2014) is a system that helps journalists to1146
monitor facts which may serve as leads to news stories. Given an append-1147
only database, on the arrival of a new tuple, the system monitors if the1148
tuple triggers any new facts. FactWatcher also includes fact ranking, fact-1149
to-statement translation and keyword-based fact search.1150
Wu et al. (2014) proposes a framework that models claims based on struc-1151
tured data as parameterized queries. This framework allows the formulation1152
of practical fact-checking tasks as computational problems.1153
Research focused on checking techniques are classified according to the1154
evidence used by the systems for determining the veracity of a claim. Ac-1155
cording to Thorne & Vlachos (2018), most systems are performing supervised1156
machine learning approaches but using different evidence in the process. The1157
classification of the systems based on the evidence used is presented next.1158
Reference approaches. Systems based on reference approaches use reasoning1159
with known sources, and previously fact-checked claims.1160
This reduces the task to one based on textual similarity, as is the case with1161
Full Fact (FullFact.org, 2016), which has been operating on building scalable,1162
robust, automated fact checking tools to be used in newsrooms and by fact1163
checkers globally since 2013.20 The platform aims to cover all the subtasks1164
in fact checking and uses industry standard media monitoring software for1165
claim recognition. Furthermore, pattern recognition and structured data is1166
used for statistical claims identification and statistical fact checking. In the1167
future, ’Robocheck’ will be a platform that combines human and automated1168
fact checking.1169
In Vlachos & Riedel (2014) also defined the fact checking task as deter-1170
mining the semantic similarity between statements, which were previously1171
annotated by fact checking agencies and journalists so as to classify the ve-1172
racity of stories. In the case of Rashkin et al. (2017), evidence beyond the1173
claim is not considered. They use these manually fact-checked claims to1174
extract linguistic features from LIWC, and then apply ML approaches to1175
determine the veracity of the text.1176
Karadzhov et al. (2017) present a framework that uses external sources,1177
tapping the potential of the entire Web as a knowledge source. The combina-1178
tion of the representational power of neural networks with the classification1179
20https://fullfact.org/automated (accessed online 28 February, 2019)
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of kernel-based methods results in a very strong performance. They used1180
part of the rumor detection dataset created by Ma et al. (2016).1181
Claimbuster (Hassan et al., 2017a, 2015, 2017b) is a fact checking plat-1182
form that performs factual claim spotting in political discourses. To perform1183
the task, it uses natural language processing and supervised learning over1184
a human-labelled dataset of check-worthy factual claims from the U.S. gen-1185
eral election debate transcripts. They classify sentences into three types:1186
non-factual sentence (NFS), unimportant factual sentence (UFS) and check-1187
worthy factual sentence (CFS). A set of features are used and applied to1188
different supervised learning methods, including Multinomial Naive Bayes1189
Classifier, Support Vector Machine, and Random Forest Classifier. The best1190
performance was obtained with Support Vector Machine.1191
The main problem with systems based on reference approaches is that1192
they do not consider evidence beyond the text of the claim, and a sentence1193
that appears to be credible may be inherently false. Furthermore, to be1194
checked effectively, the claim would have to be manually fact-checked or to1195
be contained in a source.1196
Knowledge graph approaches. Knowledge graphs are a structured and canon-1197
ical format that provide rich world knowledge, and support the fact checking1198
task. It is important to underscore that a common input to fact checking1199
approaches that facilitates access to (semi-)structured knowledge is subject-1200
predicate-object triples.1201
Ciampaglia et al. (2015, 2018); Shiralkar et al. (2017); Shao et al. (2016)1202
present an unsupervised network-flow based approach to determine the truth-1203
fulness of a statement of fact, expressed in the form of a (subject, predicate,1204
object) triple. They took a knowledge graph (KG) of real facts to match1205
the claims and return a truth score, indicating the probability of the claim’s1206
accuracy. To perform this, they use two methods called Knowledge Stream1207
and Relational Knowledge Linker. Knowledge Stream is based on network1208
flow and employs multiple short paths. Relational Knowledge Linker finds1209
the single shortest path. Moreover, they proposed a method to measure1210
the similarity between any two relations purely based on their co-occurrence1211
in the KG. Many KGs (e.g., YAGO2 (Hoffart et al., 2013) and Wikidata1212
(Erxleben et al., 2014)) now contain facts enhanced by spatio-temporal de-1213
tails. Checking the veracity of facts during a restricted time frame or at a1214
specific location is another important challenge.1215
In the work presented by (Vlachos & Riedel, 2015) (Thorne & Vlachos,1216
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2017), a framework to verify numerical claims that uses a distantly super-1217
vised machine learning approach is presented. They identify surface patterns1218
in text, which describe relations between two entities in a knowledge graph.1219
At first, they focused on performing fact checking of simple claims about sta-1220
tistical properties, such us “population of Germany in 2015 was 80 million”.1221
These types of numerical claims comprised a quarter of the test instances in1222
the Fast and Furious Fact Check Challenge (HeroX Challenge). In recent1223
research they have extended the system to use temporal expressions and1224
knowledge bases consisting of multiple tables to improve the fact checking1225
task. Their fact checking process has three steps. Firstly, named entities in1226
the claim are linked to entities in their Knowledge Base (KB) and a set of1227
tuples that includes the entities found are retrieved. Secondly, these entries1228
are filtered in a relation matching step. Using the text in the claim and the1229
predicate as features, they classify whether the tuple is relevant. And finally,1230
the values in the matched tuples from the KB are compared to the value1231
in the claim. A verdict is deduced if a certain threshold is surpassed. The1232
system was tested on a published data set (Vlachos & Riedel, 2014) (Vlachos1233
& Riedel, 2015), in the HeroX fact checking challenge21 and FEVER (Thorne1234
et al., 2018b).1235
Contextual approaches. Finally, within the checking subtask there is consid-1236
erable research adopting contextual approaches. This means reasoning about1237
the social and other contexts related to the claims, which involves consid-1238
ering issues, such as the reaction claims get on the social web, or how they1239
spread, the controversy that they generate, and so on.1240
In this sense, Wang (2017) incorporates metadata such as the originator1241
of the claim, speaker profile and the media source of the claim. This approach1242
also matches the claims with already fact-checked claims. Following the same1243
idea, Long et al. (2017) consider a more extended profile of the originators of1244
the claims to deduce the verdict. It also includes a credibility measure that1245
takes into account how often the originator’s claims are false.1246
Pheme project (Derczynski & Bontcheva, 2014) is a research project using1247
contextual information to identify four kinds of false claims in social media1248
and the web in real time. Claims are classified as rumours, disinformation,1249
misinformation or speculation. The Pheme project considers temporal and1250
spatial contexts, in addition to information about who sent or shared the1251
21https://www.herox.com/factcheck (accessed online 28 February, 2019)
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claim, the user stance, and so on. Another work using this approach is the1252
TwitterTrails project (Metaxas et al., 2015), which enables members of the1253
media to track the trustworthiness of stories shared on Twitter.1254
A summary of the systems included in the automated fact checking sec-1255
tion are presented in Table 11. Evaluation results of the systems are provided1256
but they are not directly comparable since the resources used for their eval-1257
uation are different. Some evaluation results were not reported in literature.1258
Work Approach Resource Score
Ciampaglia et al. (2015) KG+ML(RFC,k-NN) Ad hoc 0.990 (F1)
Hassan et al. (2017a) Ref.+ML(NBC,SVM,RFC) Human-labeled 0.818 (F1)
FullFact.org (2016) References+ML - -
Karadzhov et al. (2017) Ref.+ML(NN,SVM) Ma et al. 0.772 (F1)
Long et al. (2017) Context+ML(LSTM+Att) LIAR 0.415 (Acc)
Derczynski & Bontcheva (2014) Contextual Social Networks -
Rashkin et al. (2017) LIWC+ML(LSTM) Rashkin 0.560 (F1)
Shiralkar et al. (2017) Knowledge Stream Ad hoc 0.9163 (AUROC)
Thorne & Vlachos (2017) KG+ML HeroX 0.6818 (Acc)
Thorne et al. (2018a) Decomposable Attention FEVER 0.3187 (Acc)
Metaxas et al. (2015) Contextual Twitter -
Nie et al. (2018) Neural Semantic Network FEVER 0.6421 (Acc)
Wang (2017) Context+ML(SVM,CNN) LIAR 0.270 (Acc)
Table 11: Summary of the analyzed studies on automated fact checking according to the
computational approach, training and evaluation resource and the best score reported,
including the metric inside brackets: area under ROC curve (AUROC), F measure (F1)
and accuracy (Acc). An hyphen (-) is used where information is not provided
4.3.3. Discussion1259
As presented in this section, fact checking involves four stages, beginning1260
with monitoring claims for checking and concluding with a final report that1261
justifies the veracity value of a claim. Although there are some attempts to1262
create platforms that perform the entire process, such as VERA (Ba et al.,1263
2016) or Claimbuster (Hassan et al., 2017a), this fully automated fact check-1264
ing task is still far from being accomplished. First it is necessary to determine1265
the claims to be checked and what information can be retrieved from them, or1266
even parameterized. The systems that are focusing on the checking stage are1267
systems that mostly use machine learning techniques to classify a claim into1268
a veracity value, although they are based on different evidences (references,1269
knowledge graphs or contextual information).1270
As with other tasks involved in fake news detection, the comparison be-1271
tween systems is unreliable, because although the results reported are mostly1272
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measured with F-measure, AUROC or Accuracy, many studies use author1273
created datasets to evaluate their systems making comparison between them1274
difficult. Depending on the evidence, some conclusions can be drawn from1275
the summary table. In the case of reference approaches, most report the1276
F-measure score, but using different evaluation datasets, reaching ceilings of1277
between 77% - 82%. In the case of systems based on knowledge graphs, when1278
datasets are created by the authors themselves they seem to produce higher1279
results. However, accuracy results decrease when datasets are created by1280
challenges such as HeroX and FEVER. In the Herox challenge, a minimum1281
threshold of 80% accuracy was established, and none of the participating sys-1282
tems managed to reach that threshold. In the case of FEVER, Thorne et al.1283
(2018a), the organizers, gave a baseline value (about 32%) that was doubled1284
by the system with best results (about 65%), but still being relatively low1285
values that imply an improvement niche for future research. These accu-1286
racy values are even lower if we talk about contextual approaches, where1287
systems evaluated with the LIAR corpus are below 50% accuracy. These1288
results reveal how difficult the task is and how far it is from being fully re-1289
solved. Apart from this, the results suggest that the use of a combination1290
of evidence sources, as well as open-world knowledge, may be necessary to1291
improve results in the task. Furthermore, fact checking approaches should1292
benefit from incorporating argumentation principles, defined as a ”kind of1293
discourse through which knowledge claims are individually and collabora-1294
tively constructed and evaluated” based on evidence (Sethi, 2017).This is a1295
very interesting open research field.1296
As a final result, this task should be able to classify a claim based on its1297
veracity as well as generate a report with the reasoning for the decision of1298
the veracity value. Generating this report is complex when using machine1299
learning approaches, thereby representing a future challenge for researchers1300
in this area.1301
4.4. Clickbait detection1302
Clickbait refers to content whose main purpose is to attract attention and1303
encourage visitors to click on a link to a particular web page. Typically, it is1304
spread on social media in the form of short teaser messages that may read1305
like the following cited examples:1306
• Man tries to hug a wild lion, You won’t believe what happens next!1307
• A school girl gave her lunch to a homeless. What he did next will leave you in tears!1308
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• Supermodels apply these three simple tricks to look young. Click to know what1309
they are.1310
Clickbaits work by exploiting the insatiable appetite of humans to in-1311
dulge their curiosity. Curiosity tends to proceed in two basic steps. First, a1312
situation reveals a painful gap in our knowledge (that’s the headline), and1313
then we feel an urge to fill this gap and ease that pain (that’s the click).1314
In automatic processing, the clickbait detection task is a classification task1315
where the headline is assessed as to whether it is a clickbait.1316
Section 4.4.1 reports the datasets and competitions found in the litera-1317
ture regarding clickbait detection. Section 4.4.2 presents systems structured1318
according to the approach used to resolve the task (machine learning, deep1319
learning and hybrid approaches). Finally, section 4.4.3 provides a discussion1320
of the status quo of the subtask and areas for improvement.1321
4.4.1. Resources and competitions1322
Due to the lack of resources, the main available datasets at this moment1323
are provided by researchers in the field of clickbait detection.1324
One of these datasets is presented in the work of Chakraborty et al.1325
(2016), which has an even distribution of 7,500 clickbait headlines and 7,5001326
non-clickbait headlines. The non-clickbait headlines in the dataset were1327
sourced from Wikinews, and the clickbait headlines were sourced from Buz-1328
zFeed, Upworthy, ViralNova, Scoopwhoop and ViralStories.1329
Biyani et al. (2016) dataset comes from different news sites whose pages1330
surfaced on the Yahoo homepage, and included the Huffington Post, New1331
York Times, CBS, Associated Press, Forbes, etc. They collected 1349 click-1332
bait and 2724 non-clickbait web-pages. Rony et al. (2017) presented a dataset1333
of 32,000 headlines.1334
Finally, Potthast et al. (2018b) created The Webis Clickbait Corpus 20171335
(Webis-Clickbait-17,22 for short) that was preceded by the Webis Clickbait1336
Corpus 2016 (Potthast et al., 2016) to study clickbait detection for the first1337
time. The main difference of this last dataset and the previous presented ones1338
is that since all the other datasets are binary annotated, the latter is graded in1339
a 4-point Likert scale, with values: Not clickbaiting (0.0), Slightly clickbaiting1340
(0.33), Considerably clickbaiting (0.66), Heavily clickbaiting (1.0).1341
22https://webis.de/data/webis-clickbait-17.html (accessed online 28 February, 2019)
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Regarding competitions, Potthast et al. (2018a) also organized the Click-1342
bait challenge 2017. This competition used the Webis-Clickbait-17 dataset1343
and it was focused on the detection of clickbait posts in social media.23 The1344
best system obtained an F-measure of 68.3% and 86% in accuracy.1345
Table 12 presents a summary of the datasets addressed in this section for1346
clickbait detection purposes. In this table, apart from the reference of the1347
work, the type of text annotated and the size of the dataset are presented.1348
It is important to mention that all datasets presented in this table were1349
annotated on a binary annotation scale (clickbait or not clickbait), except1350
the latter which uses the four-point scale mentioned before.1351
Work Source Size
Biyani et al. (2016) News articles 4,073 headlines
Chakraborty et al. (2016) News articles 15,000 headlines
Potthast et al. (2016) Twitter 2,992 tweets
Rony et al. (2017) News articles 32,000 headlines
Webis Clickbait Corpus(Potthast et al., 2018b) Twitter 38,517 tweets
Table 12: Summary of available resources for clickbait detection, according to the source,
indicating the size reported
4.4.2. Systems1352
Research dealing with Clickbait detection are mainly applying machine1353
learning approaches, but other approaches will also be presented.1354
Machine Learning approaches. Chakraborty et al. (2016) presents a system1355
to automatically detect clickbaits, alerting the user of the possibility of being1356
baited by a headline. After a detailed linguistic analysis of their own corpus of1357
15,000 headlines, they decided on a set of semantic and syntactic nuances to1358
detect the clickbaits. These included the following: sentence structure; stop1359
words; hyperbolic and common phrases; sentence subjects; and, determiners1360
and possessives. Using these features, they perform a classification with1361
three different ML methods: Support Vector Machines (SVM), Decision Trees1362
(DT) and Random Forest (RF). The best classification method for their1363
experiments was SVM, obtaining an F-measure of 93% and ROC-AUC of1364
97%.1365
23https://www.clickbait-challenge.org/ (accessed online 28 February, 2019)
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The work presented at Biyani et al. (2016) applies machine learning to1366
resolve the detection problem, more specifically Gradient Boosted Decision1367
Trees (GBDT) that uses a set of content and similarity features, but with the1368
novelty of taking into account features related to the informality of the text1369
and the forward-reference to a concept/discourse/entity mentioned in the1370
article. Informality is quite common in these types of articles and forward-1371
reference features refers to the use of demonstratives or pronouns in the1372
headline text to create a tease or information gap between the headline and1373
the body text spurring curiosity among readers.1374
The work presented by Potthast et al. (2016) applied three different clas-1375
sifying machine learning methods: Logistic Regression (LR), Naive Bayes1376
(NB) and Random Forest (RF). Their model is based on 215 features, di-1377
vided into three main categories: (1) the teaser message, (2) the linked web1378
page, and (3) meta information. Same authors (Potthast et al., 2018a) or-1379
ganized The Clickbait Challenge 2017 aforementioned and participated in1380
the challenge using their system with the same feature set but replacing the1381
random forest classifier with a ridge regression algorithm.1382
Finally, Bourgonje et al. (2017) system is based on simple, lemmatisation-1383
based n-gram matching for the binary classification of “related” vs. “unre-1384
lated” headline/article pairs, obtaining the best results using a setup where1385
the more fine-grained classification of the “related” pairs (into “agree”, “dis-1386
agree”, “discuss”) is carried out using a Logistic Regression classifier at first,1387
and then three binary classifiers with slightly different training procedures1388
for the cases where the first classifier lacked confidence. They experimented1389
with FNC1 dataset and obtained and accuracy score of 89.59%.1390
Deep Learning approaches. Chakraborty et al. (2016) work is directly com-1391
parable to Anand et al. (2017), since they are using the same corpus created1392
by (Chakraborty et al., 2016) for their evaluation. However, Anand is using1393
deep learning to deal with the problem. More specifically their architecture1394
is based on Recurrent Neural Networks, relying on distributed word repre-1395
sentations learned from large corpora, and character embeddings learned via1396
Convolutional Neural Networks. This approach surpasses the Chakraborty1397
work, obtaining an F-score of 98% and ROC-AUC of 99%.1398
Rony et al. (2017) presents an approach using their own developed de-1399
tection model that uses distributed word-embeddings learned from a large1400
corpus. The system was built on their own corpus, created from news head-1401
lines and their contents, obtaining 98% of F-measure and the same value for1402
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ROC-AUC.1403
Zingel system by Zhou (2017) was the best-performing approach of the1404
Clickbait Challenge 2017 (Acc of 85.6%). It employs a neural network archi-1405
tecture with bidirectional gated recurrent units (biGRU) and a self-attention1406
mechanism to assess clickbait strength (namely, the mean of the clickbait1407
annotations for a tweet). As input to the network, only the teaser text1408
is considered, which is represented as a sequence of word embeddings that1409
have been pre-trained on Wikipedia using Glove (but then updated during1410
training).1411
Hybrid approaches. The work presented by Chen et al. (2015) is a hybrid1412
combination of methods to identify different clickbait cue types. To identify1413
lexical and semantic patterns, they applied Support Vector Machines, Naive1414
Bayes and Frequency analysis. Regarding syntax and pragmatics, they used1415
Probability Context Free Grammar (PCFG) and Neural Network Analysis.1416
They also performed image detection and analysis of the caption, as well as1417
web traffic and metadata analysis for capturing user behaviour. In this case,1418
no evaluation data was provided.1419
. In Table 13, a summary of the studies regarding clickbait detection are1420
presented.1421
Work Approach Resource Score
Anand et al. (2017) DL(RNN+CNN) Chakraborty et al. 0.980 (F1)
Biyani et al. (2016) ML(GBDT) Biyani 0.732 (F1)
Bourgonje et al. (2017) ML(LR) Fake News Challenge 0.8959 (FNC1)
Chakraborty et al. (2016) ML(SVM) Chakraborty 0.930 (F1)
Chen et al. (2015) Hybrid - -
Potthast et al. (2016) ML(LR/NB/RF) Twitter Tweets 0.760 (F1)
Potthast et al. (2018a) ML(Ridge Regr.) Webis-Clickbait-17 0.552 (F1)
Rony et al. (2017) DL(Word Embeddings) Rony 0.983 (F1)
Zhou (2017) DL(biGRU) Webis-Clickbait-17 0.683 (F1)
Table 13: Summary of the analyzed studies on clickbait detection according to the com-
putational approach, the resource used to train and the best score reported, including the
metric inside brackets: F measure (F1) and Fake News Challenge-1 score (FNC1). An
hyphen (-) is used where information is not provided
4.4.3. Discussion1422
Since the datasets used for evaluation are rather different, they cannot be1423
directly compared from a performance point of view. The lack of gold stan-1424
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dard datasets was a strong incentive for Clickbait Challenge organization241425
and thanks to this, more exhaustive and accurate comparisons can be made1426
in future by continuing to hold such events and making available the datasets1427
created from them. The conclusion that can be reached at this point from1428
the review of studies presented is that applying deep learning techniques,1429
such as Recurrent Neural Networks and Convolutional Neural Networks, im-1430
proves the results compared to those obtained from classical machine learn-1431
ing approaches. This conclusion can be reached by comparing the systems1432
that have been evaluated with the same dataset. For example, Chakraborty1433
et al. (2016) and Anand et al. (2017) have used the same dataset to evalu-1434
ate their systems, and as can be seen, the results obtained by Anand, who1435
uses deep learning, are better than those obtained by Chakraborty, who ap-1436
plies machine learning (Improvement of 5% in F-measure). The two systems1437
presented in this review, that are evaluated with the corpus Webis Clickbait1438
Corpus 2017 (dataset provided by Clickbait Challenge 2017), follow the same1439
line. Zhou’s system (Anand et al., 2017), based on deep learning improves1440
the results presented by Potthast et al. (2018a), who applies ML by 13.1%1441
for F-Measure. Very recent research, such as TI-CNN (Kim, 2014) also use1442
deep learning, and more specifically Convolutional Neural Networks in order1443
to extract a set of latent features for capturing explicit and hidden text and1444
image patterns appearing in fake news. However, at this moment, the dif-1445
ferences in performance are not so great between ML and DL approaches.1446
Furthermore, it is noteworthy that the results are much better for systems1447
that use their own dataset, but less so when using a larger corpus such as the1448
Clickbait Challenge, where none of the participating systems was above 70%1449
in F-measure. This facts shows that the datasets used in some studies show1450
certain deficiencies for the task and the analysis of their results must take1451
this into consideration. In addition, the results obtained by the system using1452
the dataset of the Clickbait Challenge, which is a external dataset, indicates1453
there is still much room for improvement in this research area.1454
4.5. Credibility1455
This section focuses on the credibility of online information, which may1456
present features that raise concerns about trustworthiness in terms of: i) the1457
media; ii) the information source; and, iii) the message. A notable charac-1458
24https://www.clickbait-challenge.org/ (accessed online 28 February, 2019)
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teristic for much online information is the relative absence of professional1459
editors. While traditional media (newspapers, television, magazines, books,1460
etc.) are subject to expert supervision of content and editorial review, web-1461
based information does not always go through this process of quality control.1462
Because of the presence of inaccurate, biased and false information online,1463
assessing credibility is a major concern for today’s society.1464
The following paragraphs present the core elements identified in the liter-1465
ature for: credibility assessment (Section 4.5.1); the process of data gathering1466
and corpus development (Section 4.5.2); and, system development to auto-1467
matically identify credibility (Section 4.5.3). Finally, a discussion section1468
that summarizes and contrasts systems is presented.1469
4.5.1. Features1470
The study of media credibility in social sciences, psychology and mar-1471
keting disciplines has a long history, and only recently has the identification1472
of credibility been approached from a computational perspective. Different1473
studies in credibility assessment have been focused on identifying the core1474
features that humans judge to be key to determining the trustworthiness of1475
the media, information source, and the message (Metzger et al., 2003).1476
Researchers have addressed the credibility problem in three different types1477
of media: i) online news (Borah, 2014) (Howe & Teufel, 2014), ii) blogs1478
(Gunter et al., 2009) (Matheson, 2004) (Rubin & Liddy, 2006) (Finn &1479
de Ziga, 2011)(Johnson et al., 2007)(Johnson & Kaye, 2009) and, iii) so-1480
cial networks (Johnson & Kaye, 2014, 2015). The results showed that all1481
traditional media were rated more credible than social media sites.1482
Most of the studies dealing with credibility in social networks chose Twit-1483
ter as their focus of study. In this network, content and non-content features1484
have been analyzed for credibility assessment. Content features were the1485
focus of Alrubaian et al. (2017a), Alrubaian et al. (2017a) and Shao et al.1486
(2018). The first two studies proposed a new reputation metric in Twit-1487
ter, combining analysis of the user’s reputation on a given topic within the1488
social network, as well as a measure of the user’s sentiment to identify top-1489
ically relevant and credible sources of information. Shao et al. (2018) found1490
evidence that social bots play a disproportionate role in spreading articles1491
from low-credibility sources: bots amplify such content in the early spread-1492
ing moments, before an article goes viral, targeting users with many followers1493
through replies and mentions. Also non-content features have been the focus1494
of different studies: Kang et al. (2015) identified that metadata and image1495
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type elements are, in general, the strongest influencing factors in credibility1496
assessments; Lin et al. (2016) identified that authority cues were the most1497
credible, and that the presence of retweets reduced perceptions of source1498
credibility compared to conditions with no retweets; Westerman et al. (2014)1499
found that recency of tweets impacts source credibility, although this rela-1500
tionship was mediated by cognitive elaboration; Sandy et al. (2017) showed1501
that verbal rather than non-verbal cues had more influence on participant1502
judgments; and finally, in Shariff et al. (2017) the authors found that a1503
reader’s educational background, geo-location and news attributes (e.g. writ-1504
ing style) in tweets have significant correlation with credibility perception.1505
Also non-content features have been the focus of different studies: Kang1506
et al. (2015) identified that metadata and image type elements are, in gen-1507
eral, the strongest influencing factors in credibility assessments; Lin et al.1508
(2016) identified that authority cues were the most credible, and that the1509
presence of retweets reduced perceptions of source credibility compared to1510
conditions with no retweets; Westerman et al. (2014) found that the recency1511
of tweets impacts source credibility, although this relationship was mediated1512
by cognitive elaboration; Sandy et al. (2017) showed that verbal rather than1513
non-verbal cues had more influence on participant judgments; and finally,1514
in Shariff et al. (2017), the authors found that a reader’s educational back-1515
ground, geo-location and news attributes (e.g. writing style) in tweets have1516
significant correlation with credibility perception.1517
In addition to Twitter, other social media platforms have caught the1518
attention of researchers. The study in Li & Suh (2015), centered on Facebook,1519
identified five factors as the core elements of credibility assessment: medium1520
dependency, interactivity, transparency, argument strength, and information1521
quality.1522
Some of the features presented in this section to approach the credibil-1523
ity problem are difficult to obtain in an automatic way such as identifying1524
the attractiveness, intelligence, and transparency of a source of information.1525
Other credibility features can be more easily identified and included in an1526
automatic system, such as number of mentions and retweets in Twitter, ex-1527
istence of hypertext references, use of multimedia content, and identification1528
of message length. Finally, other features could be obtained using NLP tools,1529
such as textual coherence (Abdolahi & Zahedi, 2016) and objectivity of the1530
information (Wiebe & Riloff, 2005).1531
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4.5.2. Resources1532
One of the main problems of evaluating credibility is the lack of publicly1533
available standard datasets. Different approaches have been identified in the1534
studies analyzed for gathering the datasets required in their experiments:1535
crowdsourcing platforms, university students, web-based surveys, and web1536
crawlers. Table 14 summarises the studies analyzed, identifying the sources,1537
methodology and size of the datasets gathered.1538
Amazon Mechanical Turk25 is an example of a crowdsourcing platform1539
used to build credibility corpus. This platform has been used in different1540
studies to assess the credibility of social network users. Such is the case of1541
Kang et al. (2015) (193 Twitter and Reddit users) and Johnson & Kaye (2015)1542
(1,267 Twitter and Facebook users). In Gupta et al. (2014) the authors used1543
a different crowdsourcing platform, CrowdFlower,26 to obtain 1,500 Twitter1544
users for their study. This platform was also used by Shariff et al. (2017)1545
(754 Twitter users).1546
University students are also a common source of information for research1547
studies in user credibility. Such is the case of Armstrong & McAdams (2009)1548
(1372 blog users), Borah (2014) (550 online newspapers users), Sandy et al.1549
(2017) (24 Twitter users) and Westerman et al. (2014) (181 Twitter users).1550
Web-based surveys are another tool used for data gathering, used in sev-1551
eral user credibility studies: Rickman et al. (2014) (285 blogs users), Kang1552
(2010) (41 blog users), Li & Suh (2015) (135 Facebook users), Howe & Teufel1553
(2014) (257 online news users), Finn & de Ziga (2011) (1,159 blog users),1554
Johnson et al. (2007) and Johnson & Kaye (2009) (1,399 blog users), John-1555
son & Kaye (2014) (4,241 social networks users) and Lin et al. (2016) (6961556
Twitter users).1557
The last approach to data gathering consists of using web crawlers to1558
leverage existing labelled datasets in the Web. This approach is usually used1559
in studies developing machine learning based systems for credibility assess-1560
ment, which require large datasets to train the models. Different websites1561
and social networks have been exploited for this purpose. The most salient1562
ones are mentioned in the remainder of this section.1563
Twitter was the focus of the work presented by Alrubaian et al. (2017b,a)1564
(2,977,682 tweets), Abu-Salih et al. (2018) (2,810,362 tweets and 7,401 users),1565
25https://www.mturk.com/ (accesed online 28 February, 2019).
26http://www.crowdflower.com/ (accesed online 28 February, 2019).
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Shao et al. (2018) (13,617,425 tweets linked to known low-credibility sources1566
and 1,133,674 tweets linked to fact-checking sources) and Middleton (2015)1567
(5,008 real and 7,032 fake tweets posted by 4,756 and 6,769 unique users re-1568
spectively). Mitra & Gilbert (2015) presented CREDBANK, the first known1569
attempt to provide a standard corpus with credibility judgments annotation.1570
The corpus comprised more than 60 million tweets grouped into 1,049 real-1571
world events. Another platform exploited by this approach is Sina Weibo,271572
the leading microblog service in China, used by Jin et al. (2014) (32 fake news1573
items from fake news rank lists and 135 true news items from bot news), Jin1574
et al. (2016) (73 fake news and 73 real news items) and Liu et al. (2016)1575
(630,363 posts containing rumors and non rumors from 321,246 users).1576
Review sites have also been explored in several studies. Yelp,28 which of-1577
fers crowdsourced reviews about local businesses (e.g. restaurants and hair-1578
dressers), was used by Fontanarava et al. (2017) (134,724 recommended and1579
21,988 not recommended reviews) and Viviani & Pasi (2017) (140,000 rec-1580
ommended and 20,000 non recommended reviews). Seth et al. (2015) tested1581
their model on a dataset of ratings obtained from digg.com, a website that1582
allows users to submit links to news articles or blogs, which are called stories1583
in the terminology used by the website. The dataset consisted on 85 stories1584
with ratings by 27 users.1585
Fact-checking sites have also been used to obtain large datasets. Mukher-1586
jee & Weikum (2015) collected 18,500 news articles from NewsTrust, a news1587
community (now offline) with available ground-truth ratings for credibility1588
analysis of news articles. Popat et al. (2017) performed case studies of two1589
real datasets: 133,272 web articles from Snopes.com and from Wikipedia1590
pages.1591
Finally, online news sites have been the chosen source of information in1592
several studies: Bountouridis et al. (2018) (85,405 news articles from major1593
U.S. outlets) and Horne et al. (2018) (136,000 politics news articles from1594
different websites and RSS feeds).1595
4.5.3. Systems1596
In the literature, the task of automatically assessing the credibility of1597
online information has been mainly tackled as a classification problem. In1598
27https://www.weibo.com/ (accesed online 28 February, 2019).
28https://www.yelp.com/ (accesed online 28 February, 2019).
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Work Source Size
Crowdsourcing platforms
Gupta et al. (2014) Twitter 1,500 users
Johnson & Kaye
(2015)
Twitter and Facebook 1,267 users
Kang et al. (2015) Twitter and Reddit 193 users





Borah (2014) Online newspapers 550 users





Rickman et al. (2014) Blogs 285 users
Finn & de Ziga (2011) Blogs 1,159 users






Social networks 4,241 users
Kang (2010) Blogs 41 users
Li & Suh (2015) Facebook 135 users
Lin et al. (2016) Twitter 696 users
Web crawlers










Horne et al. (2018) Websites 136,000 articles
Jin et al. (2014) Sina Weibo 167 articles
Jin et al. (2016) Sina Weibo 146 articles
Liu et al. (2016) Sina Weibo 630,363 tweets and 321,246 users







Popat et al. (2017) Snopes 133,272 articles
Wikipedia 100 hoaxes and 57 people pages
Seth et al. (2015) digg.com 85 stories and 27 users
Shao et al. (2018) Online news 389,569 articles
Fact-checking sources 15,053 articles
Twitter 14,751,099 tweets
Viviani & Pasi (2017) Yelp 160,000 reviews
Table 14: Summary of corpus grouped by the approach adopted: crowdsourcing platforms,
university students, web-based surveys and web crawlers.
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this approach, machine learning techniques are used to categorize information1599
(e.g. a blog or a post in Twitter) into truthful or fake depending on multiple1600
kinds of textual and non-textual features. Table 15 summarizes the systems1601
identified in this review, grouped by the type of media analyzed: online news,1602
blogs and social networks.1603
Regarding online news, Bountouridis et al. (2018) created an interactive1604
interface providing an additional information layer that is applied to an arti-1605
cle’s original textual content. This interface shows those pieces of information1606
that are cross-referenced and thus, in the author’s opinion, more likely to be1607
credible. Horne et al. (2018) introduced an open source toolkit to explore the1608
credibility of news articles using content-based markers of reliability and bias,1609
training a Random Forest classifier on news sources. The work in Mukherjee1610
& Weikum (2015) focused on identifying credibility for news communities.1611
Their method extended Computational Random Fields (CRF) to identify1612
highly credible news articles, trustworthy news sources and expert users.1613
The research presented in Popat et al. (2017) focused on assessing the credi-1614
bility of emerging claims with sparse presence in web-sources. The approach1615
was based on distant supervision and CRF, exploiting the interaction taking1616
place between various factors such us source reliability, stance over time and1617
article objectivity.1618
Other systems have been developed to identify blog credibility. Juffin-1619
ger et al. (2009) derived a credibility ranking function, based on the co-1620
sine similarity of vectors representing verified news articles and blog entries.1621
Weerkamp & de Rijke (2008) proposed a blog post retrieval system based1622
on language modeling, which incorporated textual credibility indicators at1623
post level and blog level. The indicators used were based on the work by1624
Rubin & Liddy (2006), keeping those that could be reliably estimated with1625
state-of-the-art language technologies. The authors extended this work in1626
Weerkamp & de Maarten Rijke (2012) for further exploring the impact of1627
credibility-inspired indicators on the task of blog post retrieval.1628
Among the studied media, social networks have attracted the most atten-1629
tion from scholars to date. These studies have tried to address both content1630
and user credibility. The credibility of users was the focus in Abu-Salih1631
et al. (2018), which proposed a fine-grained credibility analysis framework1632
to determine highly trustworthy users in specific domains. The proposal1633
incorporates semantic analysis (e.g. sentiment identification) and temporal1634
factors, obtaining as an output a ranked list of users with a corresponding1635
credibility value for each specific domain.1636
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Content credibility in Twitter has been the focus of Gupta et al. (2014).1637
The authors faced the challenge of real-time credibility assessment on Twit-1638
ter following a semi-supervised learning to rank approach, using SVM-rank.1639
They used an extensive set of 45 features (including tweet meta-data, con-1640
tent, author, network, and links) to determine a credibility score. Middleton1641
(2015) presented a semi-automated approach to trust and credibility anal-1642
ysis of tweets referencing suspicious images and videos. The authors used1643
NLP to extract evidence from tweets in the form of fake and genuine claims1644
attributed to trusted and untrusted sources. Sina Weibo has also been the1645
focus of different studies. Wu et al. (2016) established a credibility evalu-1646
ation platform that collects a database of rumors that have been verified1647
on Sina Weibo and automatically evaluated the information which is gen-1648
erated by users on social media but has not been verified. The approach1649
uses logistic regression to classify information into rumors and non-rumors.1650
Liu et al. (2016) developed a method to learn representations of information1651
credibility on Sina Weibo. Latent representations were learned from user1652
credibility, behavior types, temporal properties and comment attitudes. Jin1653
et al. (2014) presented a system to evaluate news credibility, based on a hi-1654
erarchical propagation model. They built a three-layer credibility network1655
consisting of event, sub-events and messages representing news from different1656
scales. After linking these elements with their semantic and social associa-1657
tions, the credibility value of each element was propagated on this network to1658
achieve the final evaluation result. The same authors applied this approach1659
in Jin et al. (2016), although in this case they took advantage of “wisdom1660
of crowds” to improve news verification by mining conflicting viewpoints. In1661
a different evaluation domain, the authors of Fontanarava et al. (2017) ana-1662
lyzed the credibility of review comments in Yelp.com, considering separately1663
textual (bag of words) and non-textual (e.g. number of friends of the user)1664
features. They used an ensemble method to combine the results produced1665
by two text classifiers (Logistic Regression and Recurrent Neural Networks)1666
and another one using non-textual features (Random Forest).1667
Finally, there are systems that have used credibility as a supporting tool1668
for a different task. In Sarna & Bhatia (2017), the authors proposed a system1669
to identify cyber-bulling. They used a machine learning classifier to identify1670
bullying and non-bullying messages, and then applied a rule-based system1671
to decide the credibility of the user considering the type of messages sent.1672
Seth et al. (2015) developed a recommender system that incorporated the1673
credibility of messages to enhance the performance of collaborative filtering1674
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recommendations. Their methodology rested on a Bayesian network based1675
credibility model. Also related to recommender systems, the work in Zhou1676
et al. (2017) proposed a social network user credibility method for generat-1677
ing reliable recommended items lists. The reviewer credibility was calculated1678
by exploiting the correlation between reliable reviews and their maker. In1679
the context of opinion spam detection in review sites, Viviani & Pasi (2017)1680
proposed a system based on Multi-Criteria Decision Making, which included1681
two aggregation schemes that considered in the credibility assessment pro-1682
cess, the unequal importance of features.1683




Genetic Algorithm Online news -
Horne et al. (2018) Random Forest Websites 0.89 (AUC)
Mukherjee & Weikum
(2015)
CRF NewsTrust 0.33 (MSE)
Popat et al. (2017) CRF Twitter 0.8139 (Acc)
Blogs
Juffinger et al. (2009) Cosine similarity APA news corpus 0.83 (Prec)
Weerkamp & de Rijke
(2008)




Language modeling TREC Blog06 0.3893 (MAP)
Social networks
Abu-Salih et al. (2018) Matrix similarity Twitter 0.85 (Prec)
Fontanarava et al.
(2017)
RNN + Log. Regr. Yelp.com 0.911 (Prec)
Gupta et al. (2014) SVM-rank Twitter 0.4014 (Prec)
Jin et al. (2016) Hierarchical prop. Sina Weibo 0.853 (F1)
Liu et al. (2016) Latent representation Sina Weibo 0.831 (Prec)
Middleton (2015) Rule based Twitter 0.83 (F1)
Sarna & Bhatia
(2017)
SVM Twitter 0.2238 (Error)
Seth et al. (2015) Bayesian Network Twitter 0.156 (MCC)
Viviani & Pasi (2017) Multi-Criteria Decision Twitter 0.82 (F1)
Wu et al. (2016) Log. Regression Sina Weibo -
Zhou et al. (2017) Matrix similarity Amazon.com 0.0836 (MAP)
Table 15: Summary of systems organised by media analyzed: online news, blogs and
social networks. Score represents the best score obtained by the system, including the
metric inside brackets: precision (Prec), area under the curve (AUC), F measure (F1),
mean squared error (MSE), accuracy (Acc), classification error (Error), Matthews corre-
lation coefficient (MCC) and mean average precision (MAP). An hyphen (-) is used where
information is not provided or no single best score can be reported.
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4.5.4. Discussion1684
One of the problems presented by the existing research on credibility in1685
online news, blogs, and social networks is the limited reliability of metrics1686
partly due to the use of general credibility models that have been developed1687
to assess the trustworthiness of traditional news media Kang (2010). Another1688
problem is that these studies sometimes rely on surveys and focus groups in1689
order to validate their proposals, and the profile of the surveyed users may1690
introduce a bias in the results. Such is the case of user studies supported by1691
university students, as described in section 4.5.2, a young population whose1692
perception of credibility of online media largely differs from that of an older1693
population, especially when it comes to judging social networks.1694
It is noteworthy that the existing datasets lack gold standards that serve1695
to train and test systems for automatic credibility assessment. All the studies1696
presented in this section rely on their own datasets to evaluate the systems,1697
independently of the type of media studied. The only known attempt to1698
gather and share a corpus to help in credibility assessment was developed1699
by Mitra & Gilbert (2015), although none of the analyzed systems in section1700
4.5.3 used it in their experiments.1701
This absence of common datasets makes it difficult to compare the per-1702
formance of different systems given the disparity in the size of the corpus1703
employed. For instance, in the case of credibility systems in Twitter, the1704
figures vary from a few thousand tweets Middleton (2015) to several mil-1705
lion tweets Alrubaian et al. (2017b). Another problem is the use of different1706
metrics in these studies, such as precision, MAP or F-measure for systems1707
that perform binary classification (credible and non-credible) to AUC and1708
MSE for systems that provide a continuous value of trustworthiness. The1709
best performing system to date was developed by Fontanarava et al. (2017),1710
which reported 91.1% precision in classifying reviews from Yelp.com. How-1711
ever, due to the problems mentioned before, it is not possible to extrapolate1712
these results to other corpora or types of media.1713
5. Open issues on Fake News Detection1714
Following a thorough analysis of the previous research work, a review of1715
their main conclusions is presented, which highlights the gaps in the state1716
of the art for tackling the challenges of fake news detection, that need to be1717
accomplished in the near future.1718
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Gold standard resources. The lack of gold standard resources and datasets,1719
as well as annotation guidelines is one of the most addressed problems in fake1720
news detection, and this contributes to making the evaluation and training1721
tasks more difficult to accomplish. This is the case when machine learn-1722
ing techniques, and in general, artificial intelligence procedures are applied.1723
Given the novelty of this research field, the number of related competitions1724
in which corpora is usually released is still limited. The lack of a standard1725
annotation is also a problem, which results in most researchers creating their1726
own dataset. Thus, two main directions in this issue are required: i) Stan-1727
dard data formats, so that any new automated tool can work with any known1728
source, and ii) Open and shared evaluation competitions to compare systems1729
and know exactly how they work. Moreover, all the datasets provided at1730
this moment are mainly developed in English. However, as fake news is a1731
global problem, more resources in different languages are needed to cover the1732
problem on world-wide scale.1733
Fake News Rich Models. The research work reviewed in this paper shows dif-1734
ferent Artificial Intelligence strategies, mainly machine learning, but there is1735
a lack of in-depth modelling of the problem. Generally, the research reviewed1736
is based on the most obvious characteristics of the text (linguistic-based cues)1737
but they omit the intrinsically sociological and psychological characteristics1738
of the process of deception. In that sense, modelling should go a step fur-1739
ther, enabling the discovery of extra-linguistic relationships that lead to the1740
interpretation of lies. In addition, so far, the work done is not able to justify1741
the reason for the inferences obtained, mainly due to the hidden deductive1742
process of machine learning techniques, especially as the complexity of the1743
problem increases. Changing people’s stance on the veracity of information1744
involves not only a classification of true or false values, but also a justified1745
reasoning for the choice. Therefore, completing the fake news detection chal-1746
lenge requires a justification of the classification result, and that has not been1747
addressed so far in the research.1748
Further linguistic patterns and cues. Previous surveys have pointed out the1749
importance of determining linguistic patterns and cues to detect deception in1750
written languages. However, further examination of the linguistic patterns1751
and cues must be performed. Three types of linguistic information is re-1752
quired: i) Additional syntactic features: It is necessary to evaluate whether1753
additional language features, such as grammatical dependencies or named1754
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entity labels, would improve the process, ii) Additional semantic features:1755
There is a lot to be done in this area, since establishing semantic relations1756
between entities (in this and other documents previously processed) are nec-1757
essary to infer the veracity of news, and iii) Pragmatic information: deter-1758
mining spatio-temporal frames are crucial for fake news detection, as well as1759
the context of news, including the speaker, the topic, the audience, and so on.1760
However, due to the complexity of pragmatic information processing, its in-1761
clusion in the fake news detection process is still an open challenge. It is also1762
necessary to consider that the production mechanism of fake news is totally1763
dynamic, and conditioned by the evolution of the technological platforms as1764
well as by the behaviour patterns of the deceivers.1765
Suitable Technologies. In general, the reviewed studies show a tendency to1766
apply trending artificial intelligence techniques, ranging from classical ma-1767
chine learning to complex deep learning strategies, with the latter showing1768
very promising results when applied to other AI problems. However, the1769
classical techniques as they are being addressed so far fail to overcome a1770
certain threshold of effectiveness and appear to have peaked. Meanwhile,1771
according to the review, the promising techniques of deep learning do not1772
demonstrate outstanding improvement despite the computational cost and1773
resources that these techniques require. This makes it necessary to address1774
specific techniques that are adapted to the problem of written language, such1775
as hybrid combinations that allow a fine tuning of the problem. Some previ-1776
ously mentioned authors are already considering the importance of exploit-1777
ing information extracted from social networks. All the information that1778
can be sourced from social networks regarding specific news or topics, in-1779
cluding social network structures, user behaviour, impact in social networks,1780
and viralization is adding additional and crucial information to determine1781
whether news is fake. Very recently, there are interesting proposals to be as-1782
sessed that involve collecting facts about news events using a crowdsourced1783
knowledge graph, which is dynamically updated by local and well-informed1784
people. This timely information could be used to compare against that ex-1785
tracted from news articles, thereby helping to detect fake news (Zhou et al.,1786
2019).1787
Emotion-driven news. Automatically determining the emotional burden of1788
news and how this affects a specific profile of users is a challenging task,1789
considering that one of the main features of fake news is the highly emo-1790
tional tone deployed. There are social science researchers, like Vosoughi1791
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et al. (2018), that establish a relationship between the different emotions1792
that fake and true news generate among users. For example, they explain1793
that false stories inspired fear, disgust and surprise in replies, whereas true1794
stories inspired anticipation, sadness, joy and trust. Automatically detecting1795
these emotions in written texts may help fake news detection. The relation-1796
ship between virality and emotions is also being studied by psychologists1797
(Guerini & Staiano, 2015) and it could be a promising future work for NLP.1798
Furthermore, using emotions detection in online social collaborative argu-1799
mentation applied to verify the statements contained in news and opinion1800
articles is a very interesting research line (Sethi & Rangaraju, 2018).1801
Classical unresolved NLP problems. Dealing with classical problems like para-1802
phrasing or irony and satire is still necessary since these elements are part of1803
fake news.1804
Combining subtasks for a complete Fake News Detection architecture. One of1805
the most challenging open issues would be the development of a methodology1806
capable of combining not only the tasks presented in this review and which1807
are currently being dealt with, but also the inclusion of the open problems1808
previously presented here. Finding the most appropriate interrelation be-1809
tween subtasks, as well as the best approaches to deal with each one of them1810
is a great challenge due to the complexity involved in achieving automatic1811
fake news detection.1812
6. Conclusions1813
This paper presents an extensive and systematic review of the different1814
areas that are involved in the automatic detection of fake news from the1815
perspective of Natural Language Processing (NLP). For this purpose, the1816
problem has been defined as well as a classification of the different scenarios1817
where it is likely to occur. After applying a divide-and-conquer methodology,1818
different research lines and tasks have emerged from it, resulting in a thor-1819
ough review of the state of the art. These lines include: Deception detection,1820
stance detection, controversy, polarization, automated fact checking, click-1821
bait detection, and credibility. For each of these lines, the techniques applied1822
are presented as well as the most recent resources and competitions available1823
to the research community. In this sense, it is important to point out that1824
these technological research lines are complementary, since the tasks them-1825
selves often share common objectives and problems. Among these common1826
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problems we highlight that all the subtasks presented are not fully addressed1827
(simplifications of the overall issue are being addressed). Furthermore, the1828
results reported in the studies are rather limited. There is still much room1829
for improvement in all tasks. There is a significant lack of clear and reliable1830
metrics to standardize tasks, as well as a lack of well-built (balanced and1831
reliable) resources. In those subtasks that apply deep learning approaches1832
(stance detection and clickbait), these approaches improve the results com-1833
pared to those systems applying machine learning, but the differences are1834
not significant at this moment, so it is essential to continue working on the1835
definition of the most relevant characteristics (the construction of the lan-1836
guage model for each task). Finally, a set of open challenges have been1837
extracted from the different studies that should be addressed in the near1838
future. These include the following: the creation of gold standard resources;1839
the development of rich models on fake news; the incorporation of further1840
linguistic patterns and cues; the selection of suitable technologies adapted to1841
specific scenarios; the incorporation of emotion evaluation techniques asso-1842
ciated with the production of fake news; and, the resolution of classic NLP1843
problems, such as paraphrasing and irony. This would provide guidelines for1844
a roadmap that includes the future challenges that could be addressed by1845
the research community.1846
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